An Unnatural Disaster:  
The Aftermath of Hurricane Katrina

by Member Scholars of the Center for Progressive Reform

Introduction

The extent of the human tragedy produced by Hurricane Katrina has nearly overwhelmed our ability to comprehend it. In the days immediately following the hurricane, as the full scope of the tragedy revealed itself, Americans began responding as they so often have in the past, with courage in the face of adversity, financial generosity, acts of heroism great and small, and compassion and personal sacrifice.

Amid the outpouring of support for the evacuees and the commitments to rebuild, we have also witnessed a gathering storm of criticism. It is clear even at this early stage that the Hurricane Katrina tragedy is not a “wake-up call,” as some have described it; rather, it is a consequence of past wake-up calls unheeded. By any reasonable measure, government failed the people of New Orleans. Hurricane Katrina was a natural disaster of enormous proportion, but its tragic consequences have been made even worse by an unnatural disaster – the failure of our government adequately to anticipate, prepare for, and respond to the devastation that the hurricane brought.

One very powerful message of the ideology that now dominates both the executive and legislative branches of the federal government is that actions have consequences. The Katrina tragedy has demonstrated that inaction also has serious consequences. When a society fails to protect its most vulnerable citizens – its children, its struggling single mothers, its sick and its elderly – from the forces of nature and a winner-take-all system of economic rewards, consequences inevitably ensue. These consequences are often hidden, either because the connection between governmental inaction and human suffering is difficult to establish or because those who suffer the most are themselves at the margins of society.

In the post-Katrina period, it is vital that those investigating the failure of our emergency management systems and institutions focus on the right questions. To the extent that the inquiries focus solely on examples of individual incompetence, however, there is ample reason to worry that they will not. Focusing on incompetence as the root cause of the problems risks ignoring the underlying conditions that made it easier, perhaps even inevitable, for those public servants to fail. Indeed, the reaction to Katrina may be like the initial reaction to a traffic accident in which a momentarily careless driver crashes into a tree at a curve in the road. Of course, the driver bears responsibility, but it may also be the case
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that the transportation engineers who designed the road with too little banking or too flimsy a guardrail contributed to the severity of the accident, as might the politicians who decided that their favorite pork barrel projects or their desires to give tax cuts to the well-to-do were more important than funding the transportation budget so that the road could be fixed.

New Orleans sat in the path of Katrina like a stretch of road with too little banking and with no one having taken responsibility for its repair. In this case, the government failures that preceded Katrina and made it worse seem to span a wide range of environmental, natural resource, disaster-planning, and emergency-response functions for which we rely upon government. Identifying those systematic and programmatic contributors to the Katrina disaster will give us the information we need to demand that government do better. For too long, government has been neglecting responsibilities that we count on it to bear – for preserving wetlands, eliminating the legacy of hazardous wastes discarded in our communities, anticipating large-scale disasters and taking the appropriate steps to prepare for them, reacting quickly and flexibly with large-scale rescue and recovery operations after such disasters, having systems in place to coordinate governmental responses, and above all, for recognizing that the needs of the least powerful and poorest among us are the special responsibility of government.

The proper response to Hurricane Katrina is action at every level of public life to restore the critical protections and safety nets that only government can provide for the people. Government is the means through which society has always sought to meet its larger responsibilities to individuals who cannot adequately protect themselves without some assistance, and to protect the values that bring us together as a people. In examining the manifest failure of government laid bare in Katrina's wake, it is vital that we examine the extent to which the enormity of the disaster was a product of poor policies and decisions, and equally critical that we initiate policy changes and reforms that will enable government to accomplish the tasks that Americans expect and demand of it before and after such events.

This report analyzes key policy decisions, as well as actions and inaction under health, safety, and environmental laws, that could have better protected New Orleans from the effects of Katrina before the hurricane and those that could have improved the emergency response in its wake. In the area of public health, safety, and the environment, the paper explores the implementation of wetlands law and policy, bad decisions regarding the construction and maintenance of the levee system designed to protect New Orleans, pollution prevention and clean-up laws, and energy policy. In the area of emergency response, it reviews policy decisions related to evacuation, shelter, rescue, and relocation. It concludes by examining the overriding issue of how and why poor policy-making and short-sighted planning guaranteed that Katrina visited disproportionate suffering on New Orleanians who were poor and African-American.

Some have begun to argue that the failures of government counsel a course of reducing the responsibilities of government by waiving environmental and worker protections, shielding wrongdoers from liability, and
relying even more on the private sector. But using the Katrina disaster as an excuse to enact simplistic prescriptions for reducing governmental protections, limiting governmental accountability, and enriching favored business constituencies would be a serious mistake.

Almost a century ago, tragedies like the great Galveston Hurricane of 1900, which killed 6,000 people without warning, and the 1911 Triangle Shirtwaist fire, which killed 146 immigrant female workers locked in a burning building, made it impossible for the privileged few to hide the consequences of a laissez-faire economy. The progressive movement offered an alternative that stressed a positive role for government in fulfilling society's responsibilities to its citizens. Today, government must again play an active role in protecting its citizens from the visibly powerful forces of nature and from the less visible, but equally powerful forces of policy-making that is sometimes slanted away from protecting and serving the public and toward protecting profit margins.

In its recently published book, *A New Progressive Agenda for Public Health and the Environment*, the Center for Progressive Reform (CPR) identified a set of principles to guide a modern progressive approach to government. The concluding section of this report revisits those principles, by way of framing the questions that should be the starting point for conceiving and crafting policies by which government can help fulfill our collective responsibility to one another and to our shared environment. The concluding section of this report suggests preliminarily how these principles respond to the governmental failures that are still being uncovered in the aftermath of the storm's devastation. As conservatives often observe, government cannot be the sole vehicle for fulfilling a society's obligations. But Hurricane Katrina reminds us that it must play a prominent role, and that toward that end, its policies must be designed and its structures built so that it can adequately serve the functions expected of it in fair weather and foul alike.

**Executive Summary**

In the weeks since Hurricane Katrina devastated the Gulf Coast, much attention has been paid to the manifest failure of government rescue efforts. The searing images on Americans’ television screens, persisting for days after the storm had passed, demanded as much. But as cleanup and rebuilding commence, a broader view is in order, one focused less on the apparent incompetence and unpreparedness of the government officials charged with managing such emergencies, and more on the failures of policy-making and resource allocation leading up to the disaster. An examination of those failures leads to a simple conclusion: the hurricane could not have been prevented, and some flooding may have been inevitable, but at least some, and perhaps much, of the damage visited upon New Orleans by Hurricane Katrina could have been prevented by wiser public policy choices.

The choices that failed New Orleans are the subject of this report. It examines the environmental decisions that robbed the area around New Orleans of the natural environmental features that might have absorbed floodwaters before they toppled levees. It looks at the policy choices – not merely the incompetence – that resulted in the government's feeble emergency response. It identifies the serious environmental challenges now facing the New Orleans area resulting from environmental policy-making that allowed toxic chemicals to be produced, handled, and stored in such a manner that flooding would loose them on residents. It discusses the effect of energy policy choices on Katrina, as well as the implications of Katrina for future choices. It explores the “environmental justice” lessons to be learned from the Katrina disaster – how environmental policy disfavors poor and minority Americans. It concludes with a series of challenging questions to be examined by investigators and policymakers as they begin the long process of rebuilding and the longer process of reshaping government policy to prevent Katrina-style environmental and policy disasters from compounding natural disasters in the future.

In addition, we strongly recommend that Congress create an independent commission to pursue these questions, in an atmosphere free of the bitter partisan strife that seems to swamp both houses in anticipation of the 2006 mid-term elections. The notion of a bipartisan, objective
congressional investigation, promoted by the President, does not seem possible or desirable given the rancor of recent days.

**Historical Roots of the Disaster: Hollow Government and Failed Protection of Public Healthy, Safety, and the Environment**

The failure of New Orleans’ levees was preceded by a failure of environmental protection and planning. Louisiana’s coastal plain contains one of the largest expanses of coastal wetlands in the contiguous United States, but it is being lost at a rate of 6,600 acres per year. The main culprit in wetlands loss in the area is the vast network of levees, navigational channels, and oil-and-gas infrastructure. Important though the network is to safety and commerce, it accelerates coastal land loss by reducing the natural flow of a river’s freshwater and sediment to wetland areas where lost land would then naturally be replenished. In addition, the area’s major navigational channels pose their own special threat to flood control by sometimes acting as “hurricane highways,” allowing storms to sweep inland, past marshland, like liquid bulldozers.

In 1998, state and federal agencies, with the participation of a diverse group of local churches, scientists, environmentalists, and fishermen, developed “Coast 2050: Toward a Sustainable Coastal Louisiana,” which offered a host of ecosystem restoration strategies. Its $14 billion price tag pales by comparison to the cost of rebuilding New Orleans, but Coast 2050 was never funded, and the President’s 2005 Energy Bill provided only $540 million for Louisiana’s coastal restoration over four years. It is time to renew the promise of Coast 2050, completely funding it.

**Broken Levees: Predictions That Came True**

Over a period of many years, scientists had predicted that a strong storm could breach the levees, and some had predicted what appears to be the precise sequence of breaches that flooded the city. The failure to protect New Orleans resulted from inadequate planning by the Army Corps of Engineers (Corps), and from the failure of the federal government to fund badly needed improvements once those limitations were recognized. Neither the Corps nor Congress adequately accounted for the loss of life and property that would occur if a catastrophic hurricane hit New Orleans. A hurricane protection plan implemented after 1985 by the Corps was designed to protect the city against what roughly corresponds to a fast-moving Category 3 storm. Hurricane Katrina struck the Louisiana/Mississippi coast as a Category 4 storm.

Moreover, although the Mississippi River-Gulf Outlet (MRGO) canal was a primary cause of the flooding, it is seldom used and heavily subsidized by taxpayers. Less than three percent of the New Orleans port’s cargo traffic uses the MRGO, less than a ship a day. Although New Orleans’ vulnerability was widely predicted, the Corps declined to move forward with enhancements to the levee and floodwall system because “no clear bureaucratic mandate exists for reassessing the blueprints once levees are built.” Moreover, when Congress has appropriated money to protect New Orleans better, the Corps has not been in a hurry to get the job done. Finally, the Bush Administration and its predecessors have failed to fund Corps requests.

**Toxics in the Air and Water: The Long-term Poisoning of New Orleans**

Katrina left a range of serious environmental problems in her wake, including contaminated water; multiple oil spills, typically from above-ground tanks; leaking underground tanks containing fuel and chemicals; flooded sewage treatment plants; and flooded buildings, lagoons, lots, and individual containers containing a wide array of toxic chemicals that were washed out into the ambient environment.

Government officials responsible for removing the floodwaters faced a choice between two environmentally horrid alternatives: they could wait to pump the water out of the city until a mechanism was put in place to remove at least some of the contamination, or they could pump the contaminated water back into Lake Pontchartrain and the Gulf of Mexico. Officials chose to pump the water immediately, and as a result many fish and other water-dependent organisms will die. The pumping will also undo the hard-won success of cleaning up Lake Pontchartrain to the point that portions were recently deemed safe for swimming.

For its part, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has deployed hundreds of workers to the Gulf Coast and is working frantically to test floodwaters, soil, air, and drinking water sources to measure and mitigate risks.
to the environment. Although the Agency is currently receiving a “pass through” from the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) to cover this work, it is not clear how long that form of funding will last. If and when the Agency runs out of external funding, the resulting squeeze could cripple EPA’s capacity to do anything but cope with Gulf Coast problems.

Another important question hovers over the entire enterprise: could the environmental damage have been avoided if planning and enforcement had adequately accounted for the inevitable flood that Katrina finally brought? The answer is straightforward: Katrina could not have been stopped, but much of the environmental nightmare could have been.

- The Clean Water Act (CWA) requires the preparation of Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure Plans by facilities that store petroleum products in above-ground containers. There has not been time to investigate whether adequate plans were in place, but it appears very likely that many of the sources of the spills did not construct adequate containment.

- The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) requires virtually all facilities that manage, store, or dispose of hazardous waste to have emergency plans that prevent the waste from escaping into the environment in the event of an accident, including foreseeable events like a hurricane. It is not yet clear how many of the 21,000 containers EPA picked up in the streets held hazardous wastes, but based on past experience, it is highly likely that many did.

- Finally, there is the troubling question of flooded Superfund sites, with damage that was exacerbated by poor initial cleanups. Reports are that one of three Superfund sites in the path of the hurricane is submerged under water, while the other two were flooded – with their dangerous contents joining the sewage and household hazardous chemicals in the water now being pumped into the Gulf of Mexico and Lake Pontchartrain. These sites should never have been allowed to become toxic, and once they were identified, they should have been cleaned to avoid exactly the outcome Katrina wrought.

- Superfund is also relevant to the cleanup effort, because the statute and the money that funds it are the primary sources for EPA’s legal authority and resources to respond to releases of hazardous substances into the environment. Indeed, a disaster on the magnitude of Hurricane Katrina is exactly what Superfund’s “emergency removal” provisions were designed to address. Among the sources of revenue for the Superfund toxic waste cleanup program were taxes on the production of crude oil and the manufacture of chemical feedstocks, as well as general tax revenues. Congress allowed the industry taxes that provide the bulk of the program’s funding to expire in 1995. Since then, the program has limped along on limited funds from general tax revenues and cost-recovery actions against companies that created the sites. That reduced funding made it difficult for EPA to clean up the three New Orleans-area sites in the first place, and now it will handicap the coming clean-up effort. Democrats in Congress have fought a long and losing battle to persuade their Republican colleagues and the Bush Administration to revive the industry taxes that support the Superfund. That effort may well be renewed in the wake of Katrina.

Implications for Energy Policy

The United States’ continued over-reliance on fossil fuels is unwise for several reasons. Katrina highlighted two. First, the over-reliance contributes mightily to global warming, which, according to scientists is increasing the severity of hurricanes, making Katrina-type disasters more likely. The United States has repudiated international efforts to prevent global warming, and is indeed barely willing to admit the problem exists. Second, the policy of over-reliance on fossil fuels invites the types of disruption in energy supplies felt across the nation after Katrina. Congress and the President have declined to enact energy-efficiency legislation that would save money, make industries more competitive, and prevent pollution. Instead, energy policy tilts heavily in favor of increasing the supply of fossil fuels in an effort to keep prices low, despite the threats to people and the environment posed by the use of such fuels.
Emergency Response Planning and Implementation

The consequences of Katrina for anyone left stranded in New Orleans were not only foreseeable; they were foreseen. Among difficulties faced by state and local planners was that more than 100,000 New Orleanians, principally the poor, mostly black residents without cars, together with the elderly, disabled, and infirm, would be unable to evacuate themselves. In the face of this certain knowledge, government officials failed to provide public transportation, leaving tens of thousands of residents to fend for themselves.

Despite ample and clear warnings, the federal government did not even begin seriously to address the situation until 2004. At that time, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) issued a contract to a consulting firm to develop a better plan. FEMA Director Michael Brown promised to move quickly to polish the plan and move forward. Nevertheless, DHS cut funding for hurricane disaster planning, and according to former FEMA Director Michael Brown, “Money was not available to do the follow up.” The federal government also failed to provide any resources to the city or state to fund emergency bus service or provide other means to assist in evacuation. In the absence of any federal help, New Orleans was unable to marshal the resources to implement a public transportation evacuation plan. So when the order to evacuate New Orleans came on August 28, 2005, it was effectively meaningless to tens of thousands of residents without the resources to get out on their own.

FEMA: Skewed Priorities, Cronyism, and Defunding

Since its creation by President Jimmy Carter in 1979 and until this administration, FEMA had been an independent federal agency, eventually enjoying cabinet level status, and focused on providing relief and emergency response services after natural disasters. When DHS was created in the wake of the tragedies of September 11, 2001, FEMA lost its independent status and became one of 22 agencies of the department. The shift has affected FEMA’s priorities. DHS emphasizes terrorism at the expense of other threats, so much that in 2005, nearly three of every four grant dollars from DHS to first responders went to programs exclusively focused on terrorism. As Claire Rubin, a Senior Researcher at George Washington University, warned after the reorganization, “a large number of people who are experienced with natural hazards no longer are doing that primarily or at all.” Indeed, in May 2003, DHS staged a series of exercises on counter-terrorism and weapons of mass destruction, by chance the same week that hundreds of real-life tornadoes ripped through the Midwest. FEMA personnel who otherwise would have attended to the tornadoes stayed behind to participate in the counter-terrorism drills.

Equally troubling is the Bush Administration’s inattentiveness to disaster mitigation, substantially reducing the amount FEMA may spend on such measures.

Moreover, the Bush Administration has worked to apply the principles of small government to FEMA, while introducing privatization and decentralization to emergency management. The President’s first FEMA director lamented in Senate testimony that “Federal disaster assistance may have evolved into both an oversized entitlement program and a disincentive to effective State and local risk management,” and suggested that certain disaster management responsibilities, such as providing food and shelter to the displaced, should be delegated to faith-based charities. These changes have undoubtedly affected FEMA’s preparedness and ability to respond. In March 2004, former FEMA head James Lee Witt testified before Congress that “the ability of our nation to prepare and respond to disasters has been sharply eroded . . . . I hear from emergency managers, local and state leaders and first-responders nearly every day that the FEMA they knew and worked well with has now disappeared.”

President Bush’s appointments to FEMA have gone to political cronies with little or no disaster-response experience. Patronage appointments are nothing new in Washington, but previous appointments to FEMA have at least had experience in emergency management.

The National Guard: Depleted by the Iraq War and Misused

The National Guard presence in Iraq has taken its toll on the equipment and personnel available to respond to domestic emergencies. By one media account, much of the Louisiana National Guard’s most valuable equipment
was in Iraq, and would take months to return, including “[d]ozens of high water vehicles, Humvees, refuelers, and generators.” As Lt. Col. Pete Schneider of the Louisiana National Guard said, “The National Guard needs that equipment back home to support the homeland security mission.” In addition to the unavailable brigades and equipment, and the toll of wartime duty, the hidden cost of slower deployment to disaster scenes exacerbated the shortfall. It does not appear that the Louisiana Guard was sufficiently mobilized in the days prior to Katrina, so that its ability to respond quickly afterwards was impaired by several days.

The Two Americas: Race, Class, and Injustice

Race, class, and injustice were key dimensions of the failed policies described above. The simple truth is that the devastating effects – the lost lives, the demolished homes, the shattered communities, the affronts to dignity – were suffered disproportionately by people of color and low-income people in New Orleans, where race is an important factor in the spatial layout, particularly in terms of proximity to polluting facilities, access to public amenities, and protection (whether natural or built) from floods. A host of government decisions made long before Katrina had the potential to mitigate or exacerbate the effects of a hurricane for the people of New Orleans. Where government officials chose to forego provision of basic services and protections, they should have been clear on precisely who would be left to fend for themselves.

Shifting Responsibility, Shifting Blame

The Bush Administration has endorsed a shift in responsibility for basic health, safety, and environmental protections, working to diminish government’s role in assuring even minimally healthful conditions for all, leaving it to those at risk to protect themselves.

Justice in Cleanup and Rebuilding

The cleanup and rebuilding effort now beginning also raises questions of justice. Community members and environmental justice leaders have raised concerns about when and how the contaminants left by floodwaters will be cleaned up, citing evidence of inequities in environmental cleanups more generally. They and others have also questioned the rush to waive standard health, safety, environmental, and social protections – allowing refineries around the nation to forego Clean Air Act requirements, and allowing federal contractors to pay below the prevailing minimum wage in rebuilding projects. Community members and leaders are also concerned that the reconstruction could be a vehicle for permanently displacing many black residents from the city by way of intensified gentrification, and that people of color and the poor will be left out of important rebuilding decisions.

The Conservative Vision

Many conservatives appear eager to use Katrina as an opportunity to implement a broad conservative agenda that includes deregulation, limits on tort remedies, and evisceration of important environmental safeguards. More generally, some conservatives have reacted to Katrina by advancing the argument that the failure of the government to respond effectively to Katrina is proof of their belief that government is always inept because governmental bureaucracies are by their very nature ineffective. The argument’s conclusion is that we need less government – a cruelly ironic message indeed for the citizens of New Orleans whose government abandoned them with so little for so long.

The Progressive Vision

As CPR’s book, *A New Progressive Agenda for Public Health and the Environment*, documents, progressive government has made substantial strides in cleaning up our environment. The book sets out a series of fundamental principles that can help guide decision making as we reexamine our policies and priorities in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina.
Address the Source Not the Victim: Pollution control and cleanup laws and policies that place the burden of avoiding harm on citizens, rather than requiring control by the sources of pollution, are unfair and expose all of us to higher risk in the event of a catastrophe.

Reduce Ignorance / Democracy Demands Disclosure: The many questions about the toxic soup of floodwater and sludge left by the hurricane highlights the vital importance of collection and disclosure of information about potentially hazardous substances produced, used, and stored by a wide array of industries.

Better Safe than Sorry: A precautionary approach to planning and preparation for such emergencies may be both necessary to satisfy the American public’s basic moral impulses and a sound investment. Similarly, in evaluating our energy policy, we should employ a precautionary approach that accounts for the contribution of fossil fuels to climate change.

Be Fair: A commitment to improving the well-being of all Americans requires that there be a fair distribution of environmental and other burdens. The planning for and response to Hurricane Katrina, as well as the distribution of risks created by the legal status quo before the Hurricane, placed the most vulnerable of citizens at the highest risk.

Public Resources Belong to Everyone: In the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, we are reminded of the key role wetlands play in protecting people and property today from storm impacts. Ecosystem services and values like flood control are often overlooked in decisions regarding the fate of natural resources, even under laws that purport to protect the public interest.

Make Government Work: Perhaps no message is clearer in the wake of Hurricane Katrina than this: Government has a vital role to play in protecting life and property from natural and man-made disasters and in helping the recovery from such disasters. But government requires adequate funding and appropriately-structured institutions to perform these critical roles. Those who advocate further weakening of government would either leave us unprotected or turn important functions over to unaccountable private hands. Neither option can safeguard the public.

Key Questions

- The failures of government preparation for and response to Katrina demand thorough, independent, and nonpartisan investigation. This report lays out dozens of questions that should be considered in that effort, extending far beyond questions of basic personnel competence. They include:
  - What analysis was performed in reaching the decision not to fully fund Coast 2050? Are there ecosystem restoration initiatives like Coast 2050 in other areas of the country vulnerable to natural or man-made disasters that have gone unfunded but which may help us to avoid catastrophic loss by timely investment?
  - Should Congress provide more funding for the construction of channels and floodgates in the levees of the Mississippi River’s southern bank that would allow sediment and freshwater to be diverted down into the delta, to restore wetlands? Should Congress fund the construction of a new navigation channel from the Gulf into the Mississippi?
  - Given that natural sources of storm protection are currently being destroyed at an unacceptable rate, what changes in our environmental laws and policies are needed to fully account for the value to the public of preservation of these resources?
  - Why has the government continued to spend so much money on the relatively useless MRGO Canal, given that it posed such an enormous risk to the city?
  - Now that Hurricane Katrina has revealed the inadequacy of the Corps planning, should the system be enhanced to withstand the “worst case scenario” Category 4 or 5 hurricane?
  - Did the Corps’ cost-benefit approach to addressing the issue of loss of life lead it to downgrade the importance of constructing adequate levees to protect New Orleans or fixing the levee system to offer more protection?
  - Katrina caused serious damage to the infrastructure that supports oil and gas production, as well as hundreds of facilities handling significant quantities of hazardous chemicals. How does EPA plan to conduct an independent assessment of the
environmental releases that occurred at such facilities, including air emissions, spills of chemical product and waste, and fires caused by such events?

- What are the protocols for testing drinking water for the broader suite of chemicals likely to have migrated into supplies as a result of the storm and how are federal and state authorities ensuring that such testing gets done?

- How will EPA ensure that the re-habitation of New Orleans, Mississippi, and other areas affected by Katrina is safe in light of remaining toxic deposits in soil and water?

- Is all information relevant to public health and safety being shared with the public in a timely fashion?

- To what extent did the chemical and biological contamination that has been discovered in New Orleans since Katrina result from noncompliance with or inadequate enforcement of the federal environmental laws described above?

- Have the EPA and Congress undertaken the necessary assessment of the funding needed to fully implement and enforce federal environmental laws in order to protect public health and the environment in cases of natural and man-made disasters and reduce potential future cleanup costs?

- A long, intentional, and successful effort to weaken the Superfund program has left it without adequate funds to address the new dimensions of risk posed by Superfund sites that Hurricane Katrina has made apparent. In addition, the aftermath of the hurricane has created need for an emergency response and may produce new sites that warrant cleanup under Superfund. What is the vulnerability of all Superfund sites, including those near water bodies, to natural and man-made disasters? Does EPA have adequate funding to undertake such an assessment? How will EPA and the states deal with the potentially responsible parties who created the sites, and either never stepped forward to pay for cleanup or paid for a remedy that now appears inadequate? Will Congress react quickly to extend the industry taxes that support the Superfund to enable a quick and adequate response to these new challenges as well as NPL sites?

- Do the oil and gas subsidies in the Energy Policy Act of 2005 make sense given high prices and high profits to oil companies? Should Congress reconsider higher fuel efficiency standards for SUVs and similar gas-guzzling and energy-inefficient vehicles, given the problems associated with both high gas prices and the human contributions to climate change?

- What drove the failure of the city and state to have adequate emergency plans? Was it not a priority? Funding constraints? The lack of political power of those left behind? To what extent was the failure of the state and the city to evacuate or successfully shelter the vulnerable population after the storm hit a function of the lack of an adequate plan? The scope of the task? The failure of the federal government to provide quick and effective backup? A failure of coordination?

- Assisted evacuation before the storm was clearly the only viable option to ensure the safety of those without the means to get out on their own. Why, once the failure to plan for evacuation forced thousands to remain, did the federal government fail to rescue promptly those left in such deadly circumstances, even though federal officials had known, at least since the Hurricane Pam simulation in 2004, that such a rescue mission would be necessary?
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Why did poor, mostly black, residents of New Orleans suffer the most as a result of the emergency planning failures? What measures do all levels of government need to take to ensure that everyone is accorded equal protection from emergencies – regardless of race or income level?

Should the federal government continue to rely on states and cities to be primarily responsible for emergency planning and response, with FEMA playing only a backup role?

To what extent were FEMA’s problems the result of the emphasis in DHS on responding to threats from terrorists?

What was the role of cuts to FEMA’s budget for hurricane disaster planning?

What role did the reliance on outsourcing and privatization play?

What accounts for the failure of the National Guard to provide an effective and rapid back-up to the first responders in New Orleans?

What steps must be taken to ensure that the poor and people of color have adequate opportunities to participate in the decision making processes associated with rebuilding?


Wetlands Policy and Erosion: Decades of Neglect

Louisiana’s coastal plain contains one of the largest expanses of coastal wetlands in the contiguous United States.1 Sadly, 90 percent of the nation’s coastal wetlands loss occurs here too.2 Built by the deltaic processes of the Mississippi River, Louisiana’s coastal plain hosts an extraordinary diversity of coastal habitats, ranging from natural levees and beach ridges to large swaths of forested swamps, to freshwater, intermediate, brackish, and saline marshes. These features – which nourish wildlife, filter water, and dampen storm surges – help make the coastal plain, to use the Corps’ words, one of “the most productive and important natural assets” in the country.3 While most people do not realize it, one of the most important services provided by coastal marshes involves storm protection. Imagine blasting water through a garden hose at full force onto a cement driveway. The water splashes and surges, fanning out in many directions. Now imagine spraying water from the same hose onto a thick, dense lawn. The difference between the cement and the lawn is the difference between a storm path composed of open water and denuded coast and one composed of lush forests and marsh. Louisiana’s coastal wetlands act as vast sponges, absorbing billions of gallons of rainfall and shielding people and property from storms.

The effect is impressive, even for city dwellers who have never seen a marsh: every two miles of wetlands south of New Orleans reduces tropical storm surges there by half a foot.4 Louisiana’s coastal wetlands and barrier islands also help shield an internationally significant commercial-industrial complex from the destructive forces of storm-driven waves and tides.5 In addition to storm protection services, the Louisiana coastal plain also provides numerous other benefits. It offers habitat for countless species, including commercially significant sea life and waterfowl.6 With more than five million birds wintering in Louisiana, the Louisiana coastal plain provides crucial rest stops to migrating birds.7 Finally, Louisiana’s coastal marshes provide services vital to water quality. The marshes function as giant “water treatment plants,” filtering out vast quantities of nitrogen, phosphorous, and other pollutants from incoming water bodies.8 Taken together, the many services of Louisiana’s coastal wetlands make them a treasure every bit as unique and breathtaking as the city of New Orleans itself. The coast’s storm protection, habitat, and water treatment services, while impossible to precisely quantify, surely amount to billions of dollars of commercial benefit per year.9

The Failures of Wetlands Law and Policy: Bayou Farewell

Unbelievably, this giant of all coastal wetlands, this biotic and commercial treasure, is disappearing before our very eyes. Since the 1930s Louisiana has lost more than 1.2 million acres of coastal wetlands.10 Today, the Corps believes Louisiana is losing about 6,600 acres per year, a
rate that if unchecked will result in a net loss of 328,000 acres – or an area roughly the size of Rhode Island – by 2050.11

Why is this happening? The effect is partly due to natural subsidence: the soft soils of the coastal plain naturally shift and sink over time.12 But this phenomenon, at best, explains only a small fraction of the loss.13 The real culprits are human-made: Louisiana’s vast network of levees, navigational channels, and oil-and-gas infrastructure. While all of these things are important to safety and commerce, their significant effects on Louisiana’s wetlands require intense study, mitigation, and remediation.

The levee system accelerates coastal land loss by reducing the natural flow of a river’s freshwater and sediment to wetland areas where lost land would then naturally be replenished.14 Instead, that valuable water and sediment is funneled down the Mississippi and shot into the Gulf, toward the outer continental shelf, where the formation of barrier islands is impossible.15

Louisiana’s coastal plain is crisscrossed with a vast matrix of navigational canals, including ten major navigational channels15 and literally thousands of smaller access canals serving navigation, allowing oil rig access, and cradling oil and gas pipelines.16 This network severely disrupts the natural flow of water and nutrients in wetland areas, isolating and starving them.17 The major navigational channels pose their own special threat to flood control by sometimes acting as “hurricane highways,” allowing storms to sweep inland, past marshland, like liquid bulldozers.

In the 1980s, prompted by scientific studies documenting Louisiana’s land loss, local groups made up of environmentalists, shrimpers, scientists, and business people began pushing for plans to save what would later be called “America’s Wetland.”18 One result of such efforts was the federal Coastal Wetlands Planning, Protection and Restoration Act of 1990 (the “Breaux Act”), which created a federal and state task force to implement wetlands restoration projects with annual funds of around $40 million.19 Although the projects saved hundreds of acres of wetlands, advocates soon realized that a $40 million program was insufficient. A much more ambitious plan was needed if the coast would ever be saved.

In 1998, state and federal agencies, with the participation of a diverse group of local churches, scientists, environmentalists, and fishermen, developed a book length plan called “Coast 2050: Toward a Sustainable Coastal Louisiana,” which offered a host of ecosystem restoration strategies.20 The underlying principles of the Coast 2050 Plan were to restore or mimic the natural processes that built and maintained coastal Louisiana. The complete plan, to be implemented over the next 50 years carried a price tag of $14 billion, more than twice as much as the Everglades restoration project (nearly $8 billion) and about the same as Boston’s new underground highway, “The Big Dig.” Though expensive, Coast 2050 actually seemed a bargain, considering the costs of doing nothing threatened to exceed $100 billion in lost jobs, lost infrastructure, lost fishing, and increased hurricane damage.21

But Coast 2050 was never funded. In 2004, hamstrung by climbing deficits, the White House demanded, under pressure from the Office of Management and Budget and the Council for Environmental Quality, that the Corps lower its sights and propose a scaled-down 10-year plan that focused only on a few projects that would cost between $1 to 2 billion.22

Still, state officials had hopes of securing more funds to restore the wetlands’ storm-shielding capabilities. Louisiana Governor Kathleen Blanco pleaded with the federal government to grant her state “just a fraction” of the $5 billion it annually received from oil and gas leases on the outer continental shelf off of Louisiana’s coast.23 Louisiana, of course, never received a greater share of oil and gas royalties for wetlands protection. In the end, it did not even receive the anticipated $1 to 2 billion. The President’s 2005 Energy Bill provided only $540 million for Louisiana’s coastal restoration over four years.24 In the wake of the current disaster, it is time to renew the promise of Coast 2050, completely funding it.

Since the 1930s Louisiana has lost more than 1.2 million acres of coastal wetlands. Today, the Corps believes Louisiana is losing about 6,600 acres per year, a rate that if unchecked will result in a net loss of 328,000 acres – or an area roughly the size of Rhode Island – by 2050.
Hurricane Katrina has brought to our attention the enormous but often overlooked value of wetlands and how they can help protect us from catastrophic loss. It revealed that our exclusive focus on structural storm protection may have deprived us of complementary, highly effective, and cost-effective ecosystem services. Although current law and policy nominally requires consideration of these and other wetland values, the pace of destruction that we allow belies this mandate. In reality, decisions to allow the destruction of wetlands rarely consider the cumulative effects of wetland loss, and institutional pressures built into our regulatory system tilt the scale in favor of wetlands destruction. Among the critical questions to be investigated further are the following.

- What analysis was performed in reaching the decision not to fully fund Coast 2050?
  - Did the decision making process adequately account for all the values that are relevant to the decision?
  - In light of the Katrina disaster, is the Bush Administration prepared to revisit Coast 2050 as an essential component of the federal contribution to the rebuilding efforts?
- In connection with the New Orleans reconstruction efforts, should Congress:
  - provide more funding for the construction of channels and floodgates in the levees of the Mississippi River's southern bank that would allow sediment and freshwater to be diverted down into the delta, to restore wetlands?
  - fund the construction of a new navigation channel from the Gulf into the Mississippi so ships do not have to enter the river at its three southernmost tips, which could then fill with sediment and nourish coastal wetlands?
- Are there obstacles under current federal law that impede consideration of the full value of non-structural, ecosystem service approaches to storm protection which should be addressed?
  - If so, how can these be removed?
  - If not, how can Congress and the Corps assure that the design and evaluation of improved storm protection for New Orleans and other vulnerable areas adequately considers non-structural components?
- If natural sources of storm protection are currently being destroyed at an unacceptable rate, what changes in our environmental laws and policies are needed to fully account for the value to the public of preservation of these resources?
- Are there ecosystem restoration initiatives like Coast 2050 in other areas of the country vulnerable to natural or man-made disasters that have gone unfunded but which may help us to avoid catastrophic loss by timely investment?

Broken Levees: Predictions That Came True

The failure of the levees in New Orleans was catastrophic for the city and for its most vulnerable citizens. In the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, it is important to understand why the levees failed and what actions, had they been taken, would have prevented, or reduced, the flooding of New Orleans.

The Facts: Inadequate Levees

The Levee System

New Orleans is protected from Lake Pontchartrain and Lake Borgne, which are located almost side-by-side on the North side of New Orleans, by an interconnected series of levees that extends along the lakes. (A map of the lakes and levees by the Times Picayune can be found at http://www.nola.com/hurricane/popup/nolalevees.jpg.html.) These levees are considerably
smaller than the ones that protect New Orleans from flooding of the Mississippi. While the levees on the Mississippi average 25 feet above sea level, these levees range from 13.5 to 18 feet above sea level in height. Another series of somewhat lower levees provides protection to St. Bernard Parish, which is located to the north and east of New Orleans, from Lake Pontchartrain on the north and from Lake Borgne and the Gulf on the east. Parts of the parish are located between the two lakes.

Because New Orleans is below sea level and rapidly sinking, rainwater that flows into the city must be removed not by natural drainage, but with huge pumps that force the water to move along three man-made canals, called “outfall canals,” to Lake Pontchartrain. The canals are lined with concrete walls that prevent the water from spilling into the city. Water flowing through the canals is nearly as high as the rooftops of some houses adjoining the canals. All of the levees were built by the Corps and are maintained by various local levee districts.

In addition to the drainage canals, the Corps of Engineers constructed two very large canals that permit ocean-going vessels to move from the Mississippi River through the city to Lake Pontchartrain or the Intracoastal Canal near Lake Borgne. The Industrial Canal slices north/south across the city between the river and the lake at the point where they are closest to each other. The MRGO canal bisects the Industrial Canal and travels east/west to the Intracoastal Canal near Lake Borgne. The shipping canal levees consist primarily of concrete floodwalls and earthen levees.

Why the City Flooded

The water that flooded New Orleans did not flow over the levees situated between the lake and the city. Instead, it appears that the surge flowed up the 17th Street and London Avenue canals and caused one breach of the floodwall along the 17th Street canal and two breaches of the floodwall along the London Avenue canal. In other words, the water moved to the path of least resistance – the floodwalls along the canals.

The city also flooded because the levee system did not protect it from the “end around” exposure that occurred during Hurricane Katrina. The hurricane surge entered Lake Borgne from the Gulf of Mexico and proceeded up the MRGO canal to the Industrial canal in the heart of New Orleans. Hurricane Katrina appears to have destroyed as much as 90 percent of the levees and flood walls along the MRGO canal in St. Bernard Parish as it pushed up the narrowing canal from Lake Borgne to the conjunction of the MRGO canal with the Industrial canal. Colonel Richard Wagenaar, the Corps head engineer for the New Orleans district, reported that the eastern levees were “literally leveled in places.” That same surge probably caused the breaches in the floodwalls along the Industrial canal.

We Knew This Would Happen

Not long after the levees broke and water from Lake Pontchartrain on the north and Lake Borgne on the east began to fill New Orleans, President Bush told television correspondent Diane Sawyer that no one could have foreseen the breach of those levees. In fact, over a period of many years, scientists had predicted that a strong storm could also breach the levees. Scientists especially feared that even a relatively weak storm coming from the right direction would push a wall of water into the heart of New Orleans from Lake Borgne through the funnel-shaped MRGO canal and into the Industrial canal, destroying the levees along the canal and flooding much of St. Bernard Parrish and the Lower Ninth Ward. It now appears that this is exactly what happened.

Moreover, the risks posed by the MRGO canal were evident. In 2002, the Corps of Engineers acknowledged that “[t]he MRGO levee is more likely to be affected than the area on the lake itself.” Proponents of closing the canal pointed out that, with the erosion of the wetlands in the unleveed stretches south and east of the city, it had “evolved into a shotgun pointed straight at New Orleans.”

The Failure to Protect: Bad Planning, Skewed Priorities

The failure to protect New Orleans resulted from inadequate planning by the Corps to save the city, and from the failure of federal government to fund badly needed improvements once those limitations were recognized. Neither the Corps nor Congress adequately accounted for the loss of life and property that would occur if a catastrophic hurricane hit New Orleans.

The hurricane protection plan that was implemented after 1985 by the Corps was designed to protect the city against...
the “standard project” hurricane that roughly corresponds to a fast-moving Category 3 storm.33 Scientists had for years prior to the storm predicted that the levee system could not withstand a Category 4 or Category 5 storm.34 Hurricane Katrina struck the Louisiana/Mississippi coast as a Category 4 storm.

Moreover, although the MRGO canal was a primary cause of the flooding, it is seldom used and heavily subsidized by taxpayers. The canal, which was completed in 1968, is a deep draft seaway channel that extends for approximately 76 miles east and southeast of New Orleans into Breton Sound and the Gulf of Mexico. It was designed to shorten the distance for ships from the eastern shipping lanes of the Gulf to New Orleans, but it has never lived up to its predicted economic expectations. Less than three percent of the New Orleans port’s cargo traffic uses the MRGO; this amounts to less than one ship per day.35 According to one estimate, the government spends $7 to 8 million dollars per year (about $10,000 for every large vessel that uses the canal) just to maintain the canal.36

Although the vulnerability of New Orleans to a catastrophe was well known and widely predicted, the Corps has floundered in its efforts to enhance the protection of New Orleans from Lake Pontchartrain. In an award winning series of articles on the levee system, The Times-Picayune concluded that the Corps of Engineers has declined to move forward with enhancements to the levee and floodwall system because “no clear bureaucratic mandate exists for reassessing the blueprints once levees are built.”37 For example, an attempt in 1996 to reevaluate the Lake Pontchartrain levees broke down in disputes over modeling and other bureaucratic disagreements.38 When Congress has appropriated money to protect New Orleans better, the Corps has not been in a hurry to get the job done. For example, Congress in 1999 appropriated money for a $12 million study to determine how much it would cost to protect New Orleans from a Category 5 hurricane, but the study had not even been launched as of September 2005.39

In addition, the Bush Administration has failed to fund Corps requests. Mike Parker, a former Republican Congressman from Mississippi who was until 2002 the chief of the Corps, was forced to resign when he publicly stated to the Senate Budget Committee that the national interest was being harmed by President Bush’s proposal to cut over $2 billion from the Corps’ $6 billion budget.40 The Bush Administration rejected an Corps request for $27 million to pay for hurricane protection projects along Lake Pontchartrain and proposed a budget of only $3.7 million. Congress ultimately appropriated $5.7 million for the projects, but the Corps still had to delay seven levee improvement contracts.31 After Hurricane Katrina struck, Mr. Parker stated that President Bush had not adequately funded improvements to the very levees in New Orleans that had been breached; indeed, Mr. Parker stated that had full funding been authorized “there would be less flooding than you have.”42 An official Corps memo dated May 2005, long after Parker left the agency, seemed to corroborate this possibility. It stated that the Bush Administration’s funding levels for fiscal years 2005 and 2006 were not enough to pay for new construction on the New Orleans levees.43

There are now strong indications that the critical floodwalls along the outlet canals did not breach because the water surged over them and eroded away their support but because they were not capable of withstanding even the surge of a Category 3 hurricane.44 Whether this failure of the floodwalls was attributable to poor design or poor construction and maintenance remains to be seen, but in either case the Corps and the local levee authorities bore the responsibility for ensuring that the floodwalls were adequately designed, built, and maintained. Although it is tempting to blame the current administration for the failure to fund critical levee improvement projects, the truth is that improving the Lake Pontchartrain levees has been a low priority for many administrations, Democratic and Republican, and for Congress. The Bush Administration and Congress have had other priorities over a longer period of time than the last four years. In fact, it seems clear that even the Louisiana congressional delegation has on occasion insisted that the Corps direct its resources to projects like a $194 million project for deepening the Port of Iberia and replacing the lock on the Industrial canal.45

The Bush Administration and Congress are influential in setting budget priorities because the Corps is very reluctant to participate in the process of setting priorities for its projects. Moreover, once the Corps has determined that the benefits of a proposed project exceed its costs, the Corps leaves it to Congress to decide through the appropriations process which projects receive funding.
and which do not. Congress is ordinarily willing to consider passing appropriations for large public works projects, however, only in the wake of major disasters or after years and years of study.

The Right-Wing’s Blame Game

The reasons why New Orleans and its vulnerable citizens were not better protected are clear. The levee system was not designed to protect the city from more than a Category 3 hurricane system and there was little administration or congressional support for making improvements in the levee system despite the fact that its limitations were widely recognized.

Some conservatives, however, are attempting to tell another story. Not long after the damage to New Orleans became apparent, conservative pundits began a concerted campaign to blame the damage on environmental litigation brought against the Corps in 1976. A House task force has decided to add the litigation to its agenda as it considers reforms for the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). And the Bush Administration Justice Department has circulated an email to its attorneys asking for information on any case in which they have defended the Corps from environmental claims involving the levees protecting New Orleans. These claims are wholly unfounded.

In the wake of Hurricane Betsy, which struck in September 1965, Congress authorized a massive hurricane protection improvement effort called the Lake Pontchartrain and Vicinity Hurricane Protection Project (LPVHPP) to provide hurricane protection to the Greater New Orleans metropolitan area. To implement this statute, the Corps studied two major options — the “high level” option and the “barrier” option. The Corps initially chose the barrier option and it prepared an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) on this option, as it is required to do by the National Environmental Policy Act. The litigation was over the validity of the Corps’ EIS. The court held the EIS was inadequate and it enjoined the Corps from proceeding with the barrier option until it fixed the problems in the EIS.

The lawsuit brought by the environmentalists was entirely justified. The court noted, for example, that the Corps’ chief engineer for the New Orleans Division had requested further model studies because the studies upon which the draft EIS relied were undertaken more than a decade earlier for an obsolete version of the project. More importantly, the biological analysis undertaken in the final EIS relied entirely on a single telephone conversation with a single marine biologist who was asked to speculate on the impact of the project on marine organisms using the inter-lake flow rates predicted by the obsolete model. Nevertheless, the court would have lifted the injunction as soon as the Corps simply updated the EIS with adequate hydrologic modeling, as requested by its own chief engineer, conducted a more thorough biological assessment, and considered a few reasonable alternatives.

Instead of fixing the EIS, the Corps reevaluated the “high level” alternative and, according to the General Accounting Office, decided to adopt that approach instead because the high level option “would cost less than the barrier plan” and “have fewer detrimental effects on Lake Pontchartrain’s environment.” One of the factors underlying the changed cost assessment was no doubt the escalating costs of acquiring rights of way from property owners who opposed the barrier project. Another factor that likely influenced the Corps was intense public opposition to the barrier plan from local political officials and local citizens. The high level plan of 1985 was substantially completed prior to Hurricane Katrina and repair and maintenance projects along the levees and floodwalls were ongoing.

Finally, even if the barrier option had been pursued, much of New Orleans still would have been flooded. The barrier plan that the Corps was considering at the time of the litigation would not have prevented the surge from moving from Lake Bourne through the funnel of the MRGO canal into the heart of New Orleans, and it might well have exacerbated that surge. And, as discussed earlier, the project was designed to withstand only a fast-moving Category 3 hurricane.
Broken Levees: Predictions That Came True

The failure of the levees in New Orleans was predicted. Scientists have warned for years that a strong storm could breach the levees. The reason is simple. The levees were not designed and built to protect the city and its most vulnerable citizens from more than a Category 3 hurricane. Efforts to improve the levees have fallen victim to budget cuts in the Bush Administration and before. The Corps also constructed a little used ship canal through the middle of New Orleans that made the city considerably more vulnerable to the flooding that occurred. These failures raise a number of critical questions:

- The MRGO Canal was a funnel for channeling storm surge from Lake Borgne and the Gulf of Mexico into the heart of New Orleans. Prior to the hurricane, the Bush Administration ordered the Corps to study the option of closing the canal altogether in light of its very low economic benefits, its adverse effects on wetlands, and the threat it posed to the city during hurricanes.57
  - Why has the government continued to spend so much money on a relatively useless canal that posed such an enormous risk to the city?
  - Should the rebuilding plan for the City of New Orleans include closing the canal, as the Bush Administration has recently suggested?
  - Should the wetlands south of New Orleans that the canal has destroyed be restored?

- Now that Hurricane Katrina has revealed the inadequacy of the Corps planning, should:
  - the levee system be enhanced to withstand the “worst case scenario” Category 4 or 5 hurricane?
  - the levee system be redesigned to reduce the reliance on floodwalls and enhance the design, construction, and maintenance of the floodwalls that remain?
  - the Corps, whether or not Congress elects to upgrade the levee system, investigate the assumptions underlying the design of the floodwall system along the Intracoastal, MRGO, and outlet canals?
  - the Corps consider a more protective and environmentally sensitive floodgates project for Lake Pontchartrain that also protects Eastern New Orleans and St. Bernard Parish?

- The Corps is very hesitant to spend time and resources reevaluating projects that have already been completed, even when Congress appropriates resources to conduct such studies. Should Congress:
  - require the Corps to prepare systematic reevaluations of some of its most important life-saving projects?
  - provide tools to allow interested parties to stimulate such reevaluations when the Corps appears reluctant to do so?

- According to the Government Accountability Office (GAO), the Corps’ guidance (Engineer Regulation 1105-2-100) directs analysts to address the issue of prevention of loss of life when evaluating alternative plans, but they are not required to formally estimate the number of lives saved or lost as a potential effect of a project.58
  - In planning to improve hurricane protection for New Orleans, did the Corps take into account the loss of life that would occur in a catastrophic storm like Hurricane Katrina, and how was this done?
  - Did the Corps’ approach to addressing the issue of loss of life lead it to downgrade the importance of constructing adequate levees to protect New Orleans or fixing the levee system to offer more protection?
**Toxics in the Air and Water: The Long-term Poisoning of New Orleans**

**Environmental Problems Left in Katrina’s Wake**

Katrina left nine distinct categories of environmental problems in her wake:

1. flooded and contaminated drinking water supplies;
2. multiple oil spills, typically from above-ground tanks;
3. leaking underground tanks containing fuel and chemicals;
4. flooded sewage treatment plants;
5. flooded buildings, lagoons, lots, and individual containers containing a wide array of toxic chemicals that were washed out into the ambient environment;
6. the concentrated residue of many fires spread into the environment;
7. building debris that is cultivating harmful molds;
8. contaminated sediment and other sludge throughout the city; and
9. toxic exposure of cleanup and other workers as a result of this pollution.

On September 19, 2005, EPA estimated that in Louisiana, 498 of 683 drinking water facilities are operational and meeting EPA standards; 26 are operating on a “boil water notice”; and 159 are either inoperable or their status is unknown. Together, the 683 facilities serve 2.5 million people. In Mississippi, 1,073 of the 1,368 drinking water systems are operational; 231 are operating on a boil water notice; and 64 are either inoperable or their status is unknown. The 1,368 systems serve 3.2 million people. In Alabama, 72 drinking water systems serve approximately 960,000 people. Seventy-one are operational, and one is operating on a boil water notice.

EPA estimates that there were five major oil spills in the New Orleans area to date; one newspaper reported that six spills had occurred. The Coast Guard has estimated that the spills involved 160,000 barrels, and that it has recovered 50,000 barrels to date (a barrel holds 42 gallons). Additional petroleum contamination has resulted from the flooding of an estimated 350,000 vehicles. The Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality reported that oil storage tanks located near the Mississippi River, with a combined capacity of two million barrels, appeared to be leaking. The Coast Guard has estimated that more than seven million gallons of oil may have been spilled from industrial plants, storage depots, and other facilities in southeastern Louisiana as a result of Katrina. These spills have caused as-yet unclear damage to the Gulf and the River.

As for the floodwaters that swept New Orleans and coastal communities in Mississippi and Alabama, the most immediate threat to human health is biological contamination. Experts have likened the bacterial concentrations in the floodwaters to untreated sewage. EPA also stated on September 19, 2005 that *e. coli* levels in flood waters are “greatly elevated” and remain “much higher” than EPA’s recommended levels for contact. Those exposed to the bacteria-laden floodwaters could contract diseases such as hepatitis-A and salmonella poisoning. Intestinal diseases can be transmitted by ingesting sewage or simply by being in the water without adequate protective clothing. These risks are particularly acute for children, the elderly, or those with compromised immune systems.

The bacterial contamination that creates these risks of infectious disease resulted in part from damage to sewage treatment plants located in the three states most directly affected by the storm, hundreds of which were damaged or rendered inoperable. Leaking sewage lines added to the problem. The decomposition of dead people and animals contributed still further bacterial contamination to the floodwaters.

The waters covering New Orleans’ streets are also contaminated by a range of toxic chemicals, posing significant health and safety risks. Significant amounts of lead, a heavy metal that creates risk of brain damage in young children, have been detected in the floodwaters. At one location, lead was detected at concentrations nearly 700 times higher than EPA standards for safe drinking water. Tests conducted by EPA and the Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality also found high levels of arsenic and hexavalent chromium. Other chemicals discovered in the floodwaters have been a variety of heavy metals and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, all of which have been linked to cancer
risk or developmental problems. Some experts have stated that they would be surprised if continued testing fails to detect unsafe levels of some of these contaminants.

Some of these contaminants came from the kinds of products found in most homes and commercial businesses, such as chemical cleaners, bleach, and pest control products. EPA reports that it has collected 20,934 “orphan” containers with unknown contents – barrels lying in common areas with no apparent owner – throughout the affected region. Others undoubtedly originated from inundated industrial facilities subject to environmental regulatory programs or from sites that managed hazardous chemicals improperly in the past. These problems are daunting, and will take months, even years, to clean up. Chemical contamination in many areas is likely to return existing hazardous waste sites to “imminent endangerment” status, and create brownfield sites that are unsuitable for redevelopment.

Government officials responsible for removing the floodwaters from the city faced a Hobson’s choice: they could wait to pump the water out of the city until a mechanism was put in place to remove at least some of the contamination, or they could pump the contaminated water back into Lake Ponchartrain and the Gulf of Mexico. Both the risks that would result from waiting to remove the water until it could be decontaminated and the costs of constructing the necessary bioremediation facilities were deemed unacceptably high. The pumping of floodwater with so much bacterial waste, however, is likely to lower the dissolved oxygen content of the Lake and the Gulf, creating a risk that many fish and other water-dependent organisms will die. Moreover, the intentional discharge of this contamination is a sad sequel to hard-won success in cleaning up Lake Ponchartrain to the point that portions were recently deemed safe for swimming.

EPA has deployed hundreds of workers to the Gulf Coast and is working frantically to test floodwaters, soil, air, and drinking water sources to determine whether they pose unreasonable risks to the environment. When the Agency discovers hazardous conditions, it will face the challenging task of figuring out how to remove, neutralize, or contain the contamination before people return to the area. EPA must also supervise the removal of toxic sludge, containers with unknown contents, toxic debris, and polluted floodwaters. Compounding what is an extraordinarily difficult technical challenge — probably the greatest challenge EPA has ever faced — are the dual political challenges of finding adequate resources for this work and controlling public officials, including the Mayor of New Orleans, from allowing people back into the city too soon.

At the moment, EPA is receiving a “pass through” from FEMA to cover this work, but it is not clear how long that form of funding will last. If and when the Agency runs out of external funding for emergency response, Superfund will be the primary source of funding for its long-term work. As explained further below, that program is starved for resources itself, along with many of the Agency’s other programs. President Bush has warned that the nation faces deep budget cuts in domestic programs to pay for Katrina’s aftermath, that he will not consider raising taxes under any circumstances, and that we must “stay the course” in Iraq. The funding squeeze these policies will soon cause could cripple EPA’s capacity to do anything but cope with Gulf Coast problems.

Another important issue is whether any of this environmental damage could have been avoided. Were factories and oil storage facilities located too close to the Coast? Did responsible industries secure them sufficiently in anticipation of a natural disaster that had been predicted for years? Were efforts to clean up toxic waste dumps before the hurricane adequate, or did superficial cleanups leave these dangerous sites vulnerable to the inevitable floods?

**Roots and Results of the Disaster: Hollow Government, Weak Enforcement, and the Slow Death of Superfund**

The CWA and the RCRA could have prevented the environmental damage caused by Katrina if they had been implemented effectively, and the Superfund statute (now formally as the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act, or CERCLA) is critically weakened just when it must play the central role in cleaning up after the disaster.

**Prevention**

The CWA requires the preparation of Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure Plans by facilities that store petroleum products in above-ground containers holding
more than minimal amounts. Such plans must include physical containment, as necessary, to prevent oil spills because, among other things, it is a civil and criminal violation of the Act to allow such spills either intentionally or negligently. Although reports of the failure of oil tanks on the Gulf Coast are just emerging, and there has not been time to investigate whether adequate plans were in place, it is highly likely that many of the sources of the spills did not construct adequate containment.

Similarly, the RCRA requires virtually all facilities that manage, store, or dispose of hazardous waste to have emergency plans that prevent the waste from escaping into the environment in the event of an accident, including foreseeable events like a hurricane. It is not yet clear how many of the 20,934 containers EPA picked up in the streets held hazardous wastes, but based on past experience, it is highly likely that many did. (Chemical products are valuable and therefore more carefully secured.) Once again, the aftermath of Katrina must include an investigation of the compliance by New Orleans businesses with these important requirements.

Finally, there is the troubling question of flooded Superfund sites, with damage that was exacerbated by poor initial cleanups. The National Priorities List (NPL) is limited to the 1238 worst abandoned toxic waste sites in the country. There are three NPL sites in the path of the hurricane, and the Washington Post reported on September 10, 2005 that one site in the northeast section of New Orleans is submerged in water and that two sites are flooded, with their dangerous contents joining the sewage and household hazardous chemicals in the water that will soon be pumped into the Gulf of Mexico or Lake Pontchartrain.81 In an interview with CPR, long-time Louisiana environmental consultant Wilma Subra confirmed the accuracy of the Post story, as well as the following analysis of its implications.82
Agriculture Street Landfill: The ‘Black Love Canal’

The site that was the hardest hit by Katrina is the Agriculture Street Landfill, sometimes referred to as the “black Love Canal.” The 95-acre site, located three miles south of Lake Pontchartrain in a community that is 60-80 percent African American, is an old municipal landfill where ordinary garbage was mixed together with liquid hazardous waste to a depth of between two and 32.5 feet. In 1969, the City of New Orleans built a low-income housing project on top of the site, as well as the Moton Elementary School. In 1993-94, after community leaders demanded that EPA conduct a full investigation of the site, the Agency decided that contamination at the site warranted an emergency cleanup and placement on the NPL.

In a health assessment prepared for the site by the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR), a unit of the Centers for Disease Control, experts concluded that the undeveloped portions of the site posed a “public health hazard” and that if the land was ever used for residential housing, exposure to lead, arsenic, and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) in the soil could pose an “unacceptable health risk.” All of those toxic materials are now floating through the streets of New Orleans.

EPA’s choice of a remedy for the site has significantly exacerbated this damage. Instead of excavating the site, treating contaminated soil in situ, or even installing a liner that would prevent the landfill’s contents from washing away, EPA decided that its final remedy would be limited excavation of less than two-thirds of the site and the placement of two feet of “clean fill” on top of the buried waste.

Residents asked to be relocated from their housing on top of the site, a project that would have cost approximate $12 million, and have even filed suit demanding that relocation. EPA refused and has instead spent $20 million on the cleanup described above. In desperation, a delegation traveled to Geneva Switzerland in 1999 to ask for help from the U.N. Commission on Human Rights.

Bayou Bonfouca

This 54-acre site located in Slidell, Louisiana, was a wood treatment facility using creosote that operated since the late 1800s. Some 26,000 people live in the community, and the house nearest the site is 400 feet away. Even though the site is supposedly cleaned up, the Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality warns citizens not to swim, and to avoid contact with over seven miles of Bayou Bonfouca, identifying the pollutant of concern as creosote. The ATSDR health assessment concluded that the site is a “public health hazard” and worries that because swimming advisories are “voluntary,” the potential for immediate skin burns and long-term illnesses is ongoing. The companies that created the site paid to install a fence around it. EPA then used the site to burn hazardous wastes from another nearby Superfund site, ultimately burying the concentrated ash from that process in Bayou Bonfouca. The only “remedy” installed at Bayou Bonfouca was the construction of a plastic and clay cap over the top of the creosote piles, the remnants of which were likely washed out in the flooding.

Madisonville Creosote Works

This 29-acre site is also a former wood treatment facility. EPA excavated some contaminated soil, treated it, and put it back down at the site. To cope with the thousands of gallons of creosote waste still under the surface, the Agency installed “recovery” trenches beneath the surface that would capture the creosote waste, keeping it out of local drinking water supplies. Flooding is likely to have disrupted those trenches, potentially spreading contamination into the community’s water.

Cleanup

The Superfund program covers more than NPL sites. In fact, the statute and the money that funds it are the primary sources for EPA’s legal authority and resources to respond to releases of hazardous substances into the environment. Generally, state and local governments cope with small spills and leaks. But a disaster on the magnitude of Hurricane Katrina is exactly what Superfund’s “emergency removal” provisions were designed to address.

Among the sources of revenue for the Superfund toxic waste cleanup program were taxes on the production of crude oil and the manufacture of chemical feedstocks, as well as general tax revenues. The industry taxes that provide the bulk of the program’s funding expired in 1995. Since the taxes expired, the program has limped along on limited funds from general tax revenues and cost recovery actions against companies that created the
sites. The result of this disastrous set of policies has been to shift a significant share of the burden of financing hazardous substance cleanups away from the industries that generate the bulk of the substances found at contaminated sites and onto the shoulders of the taxpaying public.

The problem goes beyond who pays for site cleanups; the limited funds available in the Superfund may delay cleanups and lead EPA to choose remedies that are not adequately protective of human health. With reduced funding, EPA is hard pressed to clean up sites like the ones described above, and is instead tempted to reduce its expenses by choosing remedies that are temporary and very vulnerable to bad weather along the Gulf Coast. Indeed, the remedies installed at the three sites, all of which are located in prime hurricane territory, were fated to fail, a reality EPA technical experts must have realized.

Democrats in Congress have fought a losing battle to persuade their Republican colleagues and the Bush Administration to revive the industry taxes that support the Superfund. President Clinton faced similar obstacles in the Republican Congress elected the year before the taxes ran out. The industry taxes provided about $1.45 billion in annual funding from 1990-1995. Current levels of general revenue funding are $1.3 billion. The cost of the remediation of toxic waste washed out by Katrina remains to be determined.

**Implications for Energy Policy**

The death and destruction wrought by Hurricane Katrina should cause us to ask hard questions about why New Orleans and its vulnerable citizens were not better protected. As the previous sections of this report demonstrate, these questions concern not only emergency planning and implementation, but environmental law and policy failures. Katrina also has important implications for this nation’s energy policy.

We need to be concerned about current energy policies because these policies make it more likely that there will be disasters like Katrina in the future. Scientists know that burning fossil fuels results in the emission of “greenhouse” gases that trap heat. These increased emissions have warmed the earth’s average surface temperature and will continue to do so. This warming has already begun melting glaciers and the polar ice cap. Scientists predict that this melting, along with thermal expansion, will cause sea levels to rise, thereby threatening inundation in many coastal locations. This sea level rise poses an especially great threat to the Gulf Coast. In addition, climate change model results “suggest a shift … toward extreme hurricanes.”

In order to reduce risk of intensifying disasters like Katrina, as well as the other threats posed by climate change, most of the developed world has moved to curb greenhouse gas emissions. Even though the United States emits more greenhouse gases than any other country, the Bush Administration has repudiated the Kyoto Protocol, which embodies this effort. Moreover, the Administration and its Republican allies in Congress have declined to enact energy efficiency legislation that would save us money, make our industries more competitive, and prevent pollution that has produced high asthma rates and is associated with tens of thousands of annual deaths, while decreasing our vulnerability to oil supply disruptions, like the one Katrina produced.

Although global warming is a threat to everyone, experts expect the impact of climate change to fall “disproportionately” on poor persons. Moreover, price spikes caused after hurricanes disrupt oil production and delivery are more than an inconvenience for those struggling to make ends meet. For most families, transportation costs constitute a very significant household expenditure. When gasoline prices rise suddenly, poorer families dependent on automobiles are hit hardest.

Policymakers, government leaders, and academic researchers, concur that continuing to increase fossil fuel use is an unwise energy policy and that concrete measures can be taken to reduce consumption. So do progressive energy firms. The environmental costs of fossil fuel use can be addressed through laws grounded in sustainable development that: are sensitive to environmental consequences; increase energy efficiencies; reduce dependence on fossil fuels; and develop more environmentally benign energy resources, but United States energy law and policy have given little more than lip service to these ideas.

Instead of leading, or at least joining, a world effort to wean ourselves from dependence on fossil fuels, we have chosen to try to keep prices low and to increase supply.
Critical Questions
Toxics in the Air and Water: The Long-term Poisoning of New Orleans

- Katrina caused serious damage to the infrastructure that supports oil and gas production, as well as hundreds of facilities handling significant quantities of hazardous chemicals.
  - How does EPA plan to conduct an independent assessment of the environmental releases that occurred at such facilities, including air emissions, spills of chemical product and waste, and fires caused by such events?
  - What monitoring is being undertaken and what additional monitoring should be planned to adequately determine the nature and extent of hazards to health and environmental contamination?
  - Is information from all appropriate government and non-governmental sources being incorporated into assessment of the releases?

- What are the protocols for testing drinking water for the broader suite of chemicals likely to have migrated into supplies as a result of the storm and how are federal and state authorities ensuring that such testing gets done?

- How will EPA ensure that the re-habitation of New Orleans, Mississippi, and other areas affected by Katrina is safe in light of remaining toxic deposits in soil and water?

- Is all information relevant to public health and safety being shared with the public in a timely fashion?

- To what extent did the chemical and biological contamination that has been discovered in New Orleans since Katrina result from noncompliance with or inadequate enforcement of the federal environmental laws described above?
  - Have the EPA and Congress undertaken the necessary assessment of the funding needed to fully implement and enforce federal environmental laws in order to protect public health and the environment in cases of natural and man-made disasters and reduce potential future cleanup costs?

- Had state and local officials complied with their planning responsibilities under the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act, and, if not, did inadequate planning exacerbate the risks to health and safety now facing New Orleans?

- A long, intentional, and successful effort to weaken the Superfund program has left it without adequate funds to address the new dimensions of risk posed by Superfund sites that Hurricane Katrina has made apparent. In addition, the aftermath of the hurricane has created need for an emergency response and may produce new sites that warrant cleanup under Superfund.
  - What is the vulnerability of all Superfund sites, including those near water bodies, to natural and man-made disasters? Does EPA have adequate funding to undertake such an assessment?
  - How will EPA and the states deal with the potentially responsible parties who created the sites in the first place, and either never stepped forward to pay for cleanup, or paid for a remedy that now appears inadequate?
  - What sources of funding will EPA employ in its broader response to the contamination in the wake of the hurricane?
  - Will Congress react quickly to extend the industry taxes that support the Superfund to enable a quick and adequate response to these new challenges as well as NPL sites?
That remedy is attractive because it is immediate, local, manageable, and understandable. By building more refineries, opening federal lands to new oil and gas exploration and extraction, and by subsidizing production where recovery is difficult, oil and gas supplies can be increased and prices will fall, or so we assume. Early responses from the Administration and some members of Congress to price spikes in the wake of Katrina have followed this approach.

We cannot control the forces that influence the price of oil by subsidizing U.S. production of fossil fuels. Demand for fossil fuels is at an all time high and world demand, fueled by economic growth in enormous countries like China and India, is growing. As we exhaust the planet’s remaining fossil fuel resources, the cost of exploration and extraction will increase.

Energy policy in the United States tilts heavily in favor of increased reliance on fossil fuels, despite the threats to people and the environment posed by the use of such fuels. Katrina reminds us of one such important risk and of the limited solution provided by a focus on increasing the supply of fossil fuels in an effort to keep prices low. By contributing to global warming, current energy policies increase the risk of more severe coastline flooding, hurricane activity, and price spikes when petroleum supplies are disrupted by hurricanes.

**Critical Questions Implications for Energy Policy**

- Do the oil and gas subsidies in the Energy Policy Act of 2005 make sense given high prices and high profits to oil companies?
- Should Congress reconsider higher fuel efficiency standards for SUVs and similar gas-guzzling and energy inefficient vehicles, given the problems associated with both high gas prices and the anthropogenic contributions (i.e. driving cars and burning fossil fuels) being made to climate change?
- Should the federal government follow the lead of the several states that require the use of renewable portfolio standards (RPSs), which require utilities to distribute a certain percentage of electricity generated by renewable resources, as a means to reduce oil consumption and increase the use of renewable fuels?

**Emergency Response Planning and Implementation**

**The Failures of All Levels of Government to Plan for Emergency Evacuation of All New Orleans Residents**

The consequences of Katrina for anyone left stranded in New Orleans were not only foreseeable; they were foreseen. It has been frighteningly apparent since at least 1992, when parts of south Florida were devastated by Hurricane Andrew – the third Category 5 hurricane to strike the continental United States – that New Orleans would be rendered uninhabitable by a storm of similar magnitude. The fact that most of the city is below sea level, together with the environmental and structural factors discussed elsewhere in this paper, mean that it has long been clear what a massive hurricane like Katrina would do: leave New Orleans submerged under 10 to 30 feet of water poisoned by sewage and industrial waste, and consequently without power or drinking water.

Given these conditions, it is not surprising that in early 2001, FEMA ranked a hurricane hitting New Orleans among the top three catastrophic disasters most likely to occur in this country – along with a terrorist attack on New York City and a strong earthquake in San Francisco. Indeed, before Katrina, various experts predicted that 20,000 to 100,000 people would die in the event of a hurricane in New Orleans. Such high estimated fatalities indicate that planners understood that over 100,000 of New Orleans’s residents – disproportionately poor, black, elderly, disabled, or infirm residents – would have great difficulty getting out of the city on their own.

Although the government will not typically receive prior notice before a terrorist attack, there is often at least some advance warning of natural disasters, and of hurricanes in particular. Such notice should provide appropriate government officials with time to take the necessary steps to get people out of harm’s way. There was probably no aspect of this calamity that was more accurately predicted and more avoidable with a modest amount of money and effort than the catastrophic consequences of the failure to evacuate residents of the area affected by Katrina. City, state, and federal officials knew that an
evacuation would be required to avoid huge loss of life in the event of a Category 3 or stronger hurricane. Officials also knew that over 100,000 residents did not have access to private automobiles, and that a disproportionately large percentage of these residents were African-American. In the face of this knowledge, government officials failed to provide public transportation, leaving those unable to leave to fend for themselves.

State and Local Planning Failures

Both the state of Louisiana and the city of New Orleans had written emergency plans that purported to emphasize hurricane preparedness, particularly evacuation. These plans noted that tens of thousands of the city’s residents do not have vehicles and that many disabled or sick residents would not be able to evacuate on their own. Despite the documented lack of private transportation alternatives for these residents, the plans lacked any concrete provisions committing the government to provide transportation for people unable to evacuate without assistance. The plans are largely premised on evacuation by individuals using their cars. As a recent Times-Picayune editorial lamented, state and city “[o]fficial preparations for the storm centered on an evacuation plan designed to hasten the flow of private vehicles out of the city.”

The plan apparently assumes that residents unable to evacuate, including many sick, elderly, and disabled residents, would remain behind in shelters—even though the plan itself warns that these may be unsafe and “without sufficient supplies to meet the needs of persons with special considerations.” Furthermore, the American Red Cross determined years ago that sheltering in New Orleans was not an acceptable option in the event of a severe storm like Katrina. As a sociologist with the University of New Orleans Center for Hazards Assessment, Response and Technology pointed out in her 2004 article on the need for evacuation assistance by the government: “No shelters within the city would be free of risk from rising water. Because of this threat, the American Red Cross will not open shelters in New Orleans during hurricanes greater than Category 2; staffing them would put employees and volunteers at risk.” (And indeed this is precisely what happened during Katrina.) Similarly, Walter Maestri, the Emergency Preparedness Director for Jefferson Parish, told the New Orleans Times-Picayune in the summer of 2002:

Evacuation is what’s necessary: evacuation, evacuation, evacuation. . . . We anticipate that (even) with refuges of last resort in place, some 5 (percent) to 10 percent of the individuals who

---

**Timeline of an Unnatural Disaster**

Some key dates and events provide background for understanding how our policies and support for core governmental functions failed in the emergency response planning and implementation context.

**Friday, August 26**
- Louisiana Governor Kathleen Blanco declared a state of emergency in the state.
- Gulf Coast states including Louisiana began requesting National Guard support and other federal assistance.

**Saturday, August 27**
- At the request of Louisiana Governor Kathleen Blanco, President Bush declared a federal state of emergency in Louisiana, specifically authorizing FEMA to coordinate all disaster relief and to identify, mobilize, and provide at its discretion, equipment, and resources necessary to alleviate the impacts of the emergency.

**Sunday, August 28**
- New Orleans Mayor Nagin ordered the first ever mandatory evacuation of the city.
- President Bush, DHS Secretary Chertoff, and FEMA Director Brown were briefed about the danger of levee failure by the National Hurricane director.

**Monday, August 29**
- Hurricane Katrina made landfall as a Category 4 storm.
- FEMA Director Brown requested that DHS send 1,000 FEMA employees into the area within two days.
- The 17th Street Canal levee was breached.
remain in the face of catastrophic storms are going to lose their lives.\textsuperscript{118}

Louisiana’s Emergency Operations Plan assigns parish governments the responsibility in the first instance to instruct persons to leave, to impose traffic controls, to “[m]obilize all transportation resources,” and “request assistance from the state as needed.”\textsuperscript{119} The plan further instructs parishes “to assist in evacuating those residents who do not own vehicles” to shelters outside of the risk area “using school and municipal buses and special purpose vehicles.”\textsuperscript{120} The plan states that “[s]tate transportation resources will be made available to assist local authorities in transporting special needs persons and persons who do not have their own transportation,”\textsuperscript{121} but does not specify how this commitment will be implemented. The plan acknowledges that some people unable to evacuate on their own would therefore be left behind in so-called “last resort refuges” within the risk area.\textsuperscript{122}

During Hurricane Georges, which barely missed New Orleans in 1998, all of these residents were left behind because no efforts were made to evacuate those who did not own vehicles, and the Superdome endured chaotic conditions.\textsuperscript{123} After Georges, the use of public buses to evacuate those without transportation was proposed, but never implemented.\textsuperscript{124} When Hurricane Ivan struck New Orleans six years later, those unable to get out of the city on their own were left to face the storm in their homes, the Superdome and other “last resort” shelters, and hospitals.\textsuperscript{125}

According to a \textit{Times-Picayune} article published about one month before Katrina, the city’s Regional Transit Authority (RTA) has a plan designating 64 buses and 10 lift vans to transport people in the event of a hurricane, but not necessarily out of the city.\textsuperscript{126} The RTA spokesperson told the paper that whether people would be taken “out of town or to local shelters would depend on emergency planners’ decisions at the moment.”\textsuperscript{127} Deciding “at the moment,” however, proved to be a badly flawed approach to accomplishing evacuation out of the city.

Even though the city had issued a mandatory evacuation order, it nonetheless directed buses to transport people to the Superdome and other “last resort” shelters within the city.\textsuperscript{128} And even if the designated 74 buses had been used to take people out of the city, hundreds more would have been necessary to transport everyone to safety.\textsuperscript{129} But according to New Orleans Emergency Preparedness Director Joseph Matthews, “we just don’t have the resources to take everybody out.”\textsuperscript{130}

As noted in a \textit{Times-Picayune} article published a little over a month before Katrina hit, apparently the best the city could do for those without transportation was to plan to help produce a DVD featuring the mayor, other local officials, and the city’s American Red Cross executive director exhorting those without cars somehow nevertheless to find a way out of the city in the event of a major hurricane.\textsuperscript{131} The article concluded that “[c]ity, state and federal emergency officials are preparing to give the poorest of New Orleans’ poor a historically blunt message: In the event of a major hurricane, you’re on your own.”\textsuperscript{132}

In sum, well prior to Katrina, local, state, and federal authorities were aware that these local and state plans and the resources necessary to implement them were woefully inadequate. Had they confronted the problem instead of avoiding it, and obtained aid from the federal government in advance, much of the human suffering that occurred in the immediate wake of Katrina could have been avoided.

\textbf{The Federal Government’s Failure to Plan and Provide Resources for Public Evacuation}

Despite the ample and clear warnings provided by Hurricanes Georges in 1998, FEMA’s 2001 national disaster analysis, and numerous expert predictions about the catastrophic impact a severe hurricane would have on New Orleans,\textsuperscript{133} the federal government did not even begin seriously to address the situation until 2004. At that time, DHS issued a contract to a consulting firm, Innovative Emergency Management Company (IEM), for development of a “Southeast Louisiana Catastrophic Hurricane Plan.” IEM executed “Stage 1” of the contract, at a cost of over $500,000, during the summer of 2004, by convening a simulation with FEMA, state and local officials, and other critical personnel.\textsuperscript{134}

The purpose of the exercise was to create a series of plans that would be presented to the state for adoption as an official hurricane response plan. As numerous articles have reported, the simulation predicted, with disturbing accuracy, the likely impact of a serious
The Consequences of the Planning Failures

In the absence of any federal help, New Orleans was unable to marshal the resources to implement a public transportation evacuation plan. The National Weather Service’s bulletin on August 28, warning of Katrina’s imminent approach to the city stated:

Most of the area will be uninhabitable for weeks . . . perhaps longer. . . . Power outages will last for weeks . . . as most power poles will be down and the transformers destroyed. Water shortages will make human suffering incredible by modern standards.139

In light of this warning, New Orleans’s first ever mandatory evacuation order, issued by Mayor Nagin on August 28, was clearly warranted.140 Those who had automobiles and the financial ability to leave had time to evacuate; the egress routes were made one-way and the auto evacuation, even if slow, did work. But the reason that a mandatory evacuation had never been ordered previously remained: as Mayor Nagin stated after Ivan, the city simply could not “deliver,” and, consequently, the order was meaningless to tens of thousands of residents without the resources to get out on their own.141

With 28 percent of its residents living below the poverty level – more than twice the national average – New Orleans is one of the country’s poorest cities.142 The overwhelming majority of those living in poverty – and thus without access to a car – are black.143 Consequently, as many black leaders have highlighted, the various governments’ failure to plan for the evacuation of those without the resources to do so on their own made it inevitable that Katrina’s victims “were largely black and poor, those who toiled in the background of the tourist havens, living in tumbledown neighborhoods that were long known to be vulnerable to disaster if the levees failed.”144

Unlike the governmental failures that mark other aspects of this catastrophe – which occurred because of years of neglect, or which might have taken significant amounts of money to remedy – all that was required was the funding to organize the transportation of the city’s poorer residents and to explain to residents and responders before the fact how to find each other. This is not an impossible task. The need for large-scale evacuation was well known, but plans were necessary to save the lives

hurricane strike on the city. The initial report of the simulation exercise was designed, in part, to give the federal government the authority to act even without an SOS from state officials. At the close of the exercise, Michael Brown, the Deputy Director for Emergency Preparedness, Louisiana Office of Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness, stated that over the “next 60 days,” the office would polish the action plans and would determine where to focus its efforts in the future.135

Any further incentive that government officials might have needed to find a way to plan and fund an evacuation should have been provided by Hurricane Ivan, which hit New Orleans in September 2004. The warnings of Ivan’s approach were similar to those that would be issued for Katrina a year later – that a direct hit could send torrents of water over the city’s levees. A voluntary evacuation was declared, producing hours-long traffic jams. Those who had automobile transportation and the money to leave did so. Those who did not have the resources stayed. New Orleans Mayor Ray Nagin frankly acknowledged that the city had no way to evacuate the more than 100,000 people without personal transportation: “We can’t announce a mandatory evacuation, because we can’t deliver it.”136

Faced with both the simulated and actual rehearsals for the potential catastrophe that was to come, DHS’s response was to cut funding for hurricane disaster planning. The follow-up conference designed to produce the plan recommended after the 2004 simulation exercise was cancelled. The final report has yet to be released. According to Deputy Director Brown, “Money was not available to do the follow-up.”137 The federal government also failed to provide any resources to the city or state to fund emergency bus service or provide other means (such as water-borne transportation) to assist in evacuation.

On Friday, August 26 – two days before Katrina struck the Gulf Coast – FEMA staffers emphasized the need for the federal government to provide buses to evacuate those without cars. But they were not successful in getting the attention of their supervisors. According to Leo Bosner, an emergency management specialist who has worked for FEMA for 26 years, “We could all see it coming, like a guided missile. We, as staff members of the agency, felt helpless. We knew that major steps need to be taken fast, but, for whatever reasons, they were not taken.” 138
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and prevent the suffering of the poor, elderly, disabled, and sick. A humane society anticipates problems and plans for everyone, particularly those least able to fend for themselves. Further investigation is necessary before a complete understanding will emerge of the failures of all three levels of government – municipal, state, and federal – to plan for the evacuation of tens of thousands of New Orleans residents, but it is already apparent that government failed to provide for the needs of the most vulnerable.

Shelter, Rescue and Recovery Planning and Implementation

For those unable to leave, the city declared the Superdome and nine other locations to be shelters of last resort, and directed buses to transport people from designated pick-up points to the shelters.145 The Superdome proved woefully inadequate to provide protection and support for the nearly 100,000 who could not get out of the city. It lacked adequate pre-positioned supplies, and as Katrina hit the area, the building soon lost power, and consequently air conditioning, and nearly all lighting. In the days to come, the number of refugees at the Superdome the night of the storm swelled to more than 20,000.146 Seventy percent of the Superdome roof failed, and water poured in during the storm, along with debris.147 News reports described it as a “filthy, teeming” place, where crowds swelled to 25,000 and “desperate refugees wrapped in sheets, lay in their midst.”148 Some people went without food or water for three or four days. Others died of heat exhaustion waiting for the buses to come.149 By the end of the third day, the entire building was without running water or functioning toilets.150 After Katrina struck, the Superdome was surrounded by rising floodwaters.151

Only forty percent of the 53 nursing homes that eventually evacuated residents did so before the storm struck.152 Among those left behind, over 10,000 patients, medical personnel, and other staff remained at the city’s nine hospitals as of Wednesday – all in need of evacuation because the city was entirely without electricity and water.153 “In the end, withering heat, not floodwaters, proved the deadliest killer, with temperatures soaring to 110 degrees in stifling buildings without enough generator power for air conditioning.”154 Eventually, 154 patients, mostly elderly, died in nursing homes and hospitals waiting.155 Meantime, from late Monday on, the Marine hospital ship, the U.S.S. Bataan, sat offshore of New Orleans, having happened to be in the Gulf of Mexico when Katrina came ashore.156 The Bataan, with its six operating rooms and beds for 600 patients, as well as an on board capacity to make 100,000 gallons of fresh water a day, sat empty and unused for three days.157

One eyewitness, Dana Lynn, who was at the Superdome until she was evacuated to the Astrodome in Houston on Thursday, September 1, said she had been unable to sleep since she arrived because “every time I close my eyes, I see dead bodies, disgusting water . . . .”158 Once the lights in the Superdome dimmed and conditions continued to deteriorate, she became increasingly horrified at the prospect of being powerless to protect her three young children.

As the Superdome filled with people trying to escape the rising water in the wake of the storm and increasingly became a health and safety threat, thousands of people elsewhere in the city were evacuated to the convention center, which was also woefully unprepared and understaffed.159 Its roof, too, was damaged by Katrina; it, too, descended into squalor and chaos. Kay Brown, a 69-year-old who spent an interminable four days at the convention center before finally being evacuated to Houston, did not sleep during her stay there because she was so frightened, and she did her best to avoid going to the bathroom so she would not have to face the filth and smell.160 Not until Friday, September 2, four days after the hurricane hit and three days after the city was flooded, did National Guard troops secure the center and bring in additional food, water, and medicine.161 Remarkably, while relief supplies and personnel could not seem to get to the convention center, reporters could.162
On Friday, Sept. 2, a large-scale National Guard presence was finally seen in New Orleans. “Thousands of National Guardsmen with food, water and weapons streamed into New Orleans to bring relief to the suffering multitudes and to take back the streets from looters and thugs.”163 The Guard, however, appeared initially reluctant to approach the centers where thousands of people had been waiting.164 Police held people at the Superdome and the convention center with guns. The Associated Press wrote, “Police point their guns at the crowds and tell them to back off. The people take it as aggression. But when you look into these officers’ eyes, there is real fear.”165 One newspaper described the crowd at the Superdome as, “a seething sea of tense, unhappy, people packed shoulder-to-shoulder up to the barricades where heavily armed National Guardsmen stood.”166 Governor Blanco’s public comments compounded the tension, when she received significant press for saying that the National Guard, battle-hardened from Iraq, had authority to shoot those who resisted them.167 She was quoted as saying, “These troops know how to shoot and kill and I expect they will.”168 Shortly after Lt. General Honore arrived to take charge of the National Guard presence, CNN and other news outlets carried video of him ordering Guardsmen to lower their weapons when addressing civilians in the city.169

As media reports from the city began to proliferate, one would have expected the federal government to recognize the urgency of the catastrophe that had befallen New Orleans and to act with alacrity. Indeed, that is what city officials were counting on. After the Hurricane Pam simulation, federal officials determined that it might take 48 to 60 hours after such a storm before they could get a large federal presence into the city.170 According to local officials, the federal government had assured them that they just had to “hang in there for 48 hours and wait for the cavalry,” and that was the city’s plan.171 But nothing of the kind occurred. As Jefferson Parish Emergency Management Director Maestri stated to the Washington Post, even though city officials had told FEMA before Katrina hit specifically what they would need immediately after the storm – including medical and mortuary units, ice, water, power, and National Guard troops – “we sat here for five days waiting. Nothing!”172 Not until Friday, September 2 – four days after the hurricane hit and three days after the city was flooded – did National Guard troops secure the convention center and bring in additional food, water, and medicine.173

Although the FEMA-IEM simulation made clear that buses would be necessary for evacuation of those left stranded in the city, and although both Louisiana Governor Kathleen Blanco and the city’s emergency management director told FEMA after the storm passed that they would need buses to evacuate tens of thousands of people,174 the agency did not even approve the requisitioning of private bus fleets until two days after the storm, on August 31.175 That night, Governor Blanco learned that the FEMA-requisitioned buses had just entered the state and were still six hours from New Orleans.176 In a recent interview, she explained her dismay at the sluggish federal response: “I assumed that FEMA had staged their buses in near proximity. I expected them to be out of the storm’s way but accessible in one day’s time.”177 That is a fair assumption, given that federal officials not only knew that tens of thousands of people stranded in the city would need rescuing in the event of a major hurricane, but also assured local officials that the federal “cavalry” would be on its way after the storm.

More than a week after the hurricane struck, the National Guard gradually brought order to the situation, and the evacuation of those who were unable to get out gained momentum, first via buses to the Houston Astrodome, and then through an air lift taking the remaining citizens of New Orleans to various localities in Texas and elsewhere.

**Institutional Weaknesses and Failures in Implementation**

There seems to be little disagreement that the rescue and relocation of the tens of thousands left behind in New Orleans was inadequate, disorganized and slow, without a clear chain of command, and without adequate resources to handle the magnitude of the problems the rescuers confronted. Katrina was not, after all, the “ultra-catastrophe” claimed by DHS Secretary Chertoff as he attempted to defend the federal government’s inability to cope effectively in the first days after the hurricane had hit.178 Scenarios played out by his Department as well as by state and local officials had predicted that the impact of a hurricane of this magnitude on New Orleans would approximate what in fact occurred,179 although of course those planning scenarios were inaccurate in some respects.180
### Critical Questions: The Failure of All Levels of Government to Plan for Emergency Evacuation of All New Orleans Residents

#### Accountability of state and local officials:
City and state officials clearly recognized that a large number of people in New Orleans would be unable to leave the city in an evacuation, but the official state and city emergency plans made no meaningful provision for the steps the government would take to evacuate all these persons or provide suitable shelter. In the aftermath of the storm, it became abundantly clear that the state and city failed entirely in both of these efforts. People who could not leave on their own were not given any assistance in leaving, and they were sheltered in circumstances that were inhumane. What accounts for these failures?

- Was the failure of the city and state to have adequate emergency plans a function of:
  - failure of local and state officials to make the creation of effective plans a high priority?
  - difficulty of creating effective plans due to funding constraints and lack of sufficient experienced personnel?
  - fact that most of those left behind were poor and lacked effective political power to ensure that their neighborhoods received adequate attention and protection?

- Did state and local officials fail to seek appropriate levels of funding to finalize and establish such plans from:
  - local and state sources?
  - the federal government?

- To what extent was the failure of the state and the city to evacuate or successfully shelter the vulnerable population after the storm hit a function of:
  - failure to have planned adequately for these circumstances?
  - size of the problem having overwhelmed available state and city resources and capacity to respond?
  - failure of the federal government to provide quick and effective backup assistance?
  - failure to coordinate effectively federal, state, and local resources, and what factors, besides the lack of an effective communications system between these groups, accounted for this failure?

#### Accountability of federal officials:
Some of the failures of government are now readily apparent, but this realization has come too late to protect the many residents of New Orleans who were left behind in the evacuation. The inability of many residents of New Orleans to evacuate was well known long before Katrina, as was the potential loss of lives and property that a hurricane like Katrina could cause. Moreover, flaws in the federal, state, and local planning efforts were obvious to anyone who took a close look at these efforts. In our democracy, we depend on our elected leaders to oversee and monitor efforts to protect people. Why did our leaders fail us?

- Legislators have the power to hold hearings and investigate the efforts of the executive branch to implement law and public policy. Did Congress and the Louisiana legislature engage in oversight of efforts to plan for a disaster like Katrina? Why was any such oversight ineffective in holding the White House or the Governor's office accountable for the failure to protect against known risks and contingencies?

- What efforts, if any, were made by the White House and the Louisiana’s governor’s office to ensure that planning for a disaster like Katrina was adequate to protect vulnerable citizens? In particular:
  - why was White House oversight ineffective in holding DHS accountable for the failure to protect against known risks and contingencies?
  - why was oversight by the Governor's office ineffective in holding state and city planners accountable for the failure to protect against known risks and contingencies?

- Assisted evacuation before the storm was clearly the only viable option to ensure the safety of those without the means to get out on their own. Why, once the failure to plan for evacuation forced thousands to remain, did the federal government fail to rescue promptly those left in such deadly circumstances, even though federal officials had known, at least since the FEMA-IEM simulation in 2004, that such a rescue mission would be necessary?
A complex rescue and recovery effort such as that required after a natural disaster or a terrorist attack can fail for several different reasons. The plan itself can be flawed, with planning elements actually incapable of accomplishing what was intended, even if executed flawlessly. Planning must necessarily include some flexibility to cope with the unexpected. Just as military officers say that no battle plan survives the first encounter with the enemy, no rescue plan survives the first encounter with an actual disaster. It must have built in mechanisms for responding flexibly to the facts on the ground as they diverge from the planning scenarios. The essential preparatory steps of training personnel, prepositioning supplies, and ensuring that adequate resources are available to execute the plan can fail. Finally, execution of the plan can fail because of incompetence, inattentiveness, or neglect of duty by people charged with carrying it out.

The scattered bits of evidence that have emerged to date suggest the New Orleans rescue and recovery effort ran into difficulties at each stage. The remainder of this section describes what we are beginning to learn about the performance of two of the key federal components of the relief effort, FEMA and the National Guard, and then identifies critical questions for further investigation.

**FEMA: Skewed Priorities, Cronyism, and Defunding**

**Skewed Priorities**

Since its creation by President Jimmy Carter in 1979 and until this administration, FEMA had been an independent federal agency, eventually enjoying cabinet level status, and focused on providing relief and emergency response services after natural disasters. When DHS was created in the wake of the tragedies of September 11, 2001, FEMA lost its independent status and became one of the 22 agencies that comprise the department.

The shift to Homeland Security has affected FEMA’s priorities. While speaking of the department as being dedicated to “all-hazards preparedness,” Homeland Security in reality emphasized terrorism at the expense of other threats. 

The GAO called the merger of FEMA and DHS a “high-risk” endeavor for FEMA, and Claire Rubin, a Senior Researcher at George Washington University, warned that after the reorganization, “a large number of people who are experienced with natural hazards no longer are doing that primarily or at all.” Perhaps the most glaring example of the new priorities came in May 2003 when DHS staged a series of exercises on counter-terrorism and weapons of mass destruction. The same week of the exercise, hundreds of real-life tornadoes ripped through the Midwest. FEMA personnel who otherwise would have attended to the tornadoes stayed behind to participate in the counter-terrorism drills.

**Defunding**

Equally troubling is the Bush Administration’s inattentiveness to disaster mitigation. FEMA estimates that every dollar spent on mitigating the costs of future disasters saves two dollars in disaster recovery. Yet President Bush has substantially reduced the amount FEMA may spend on such measures. In his first year in office, President Bush eliminated the $25 million a year “Project Impact,” which provided mitigation services ranging from home buyouts to early weather warning systems. Shortly thereafter, the President slashed FEMA’s “hazard mitigation” grants that were supplied to communities impacted by disasters. Under Clinton era policies, at least 15 percent of money spent on damage recovery was required to be spent on mitigating the damages from future disasters. President Bush cut that mandatory percentage to 7.5 percent. In lieu of these grants, Bush has authorized competitive, pre-disaster, mitigation grants that are awarded based on a cost/benefit analysis, but as one disaster expert warns, such competition denies mitigation grants to poorer communities. In Senate testimony, Dale Shipley, Executive Director of The Ohio Emergency Management Agency, explained that “[i]n a purely competitive grant program, lower income communities, often those most at risk to natural disaster, will not effectively compete with more prosperous cities.”
President Bush also introduced privatization and decentralization to FEMA. In April 2001, Bush’s Budget Director remarked that “the business of government is not to provide services but to make sure that they are provided,” and this philosophy was brought to emergency management. In Senate testimony, then-FEMA Director Joe Allbaugh emphasized “Accountability” and “Responsibility” as the two most important objectives of his directorship. He lamented that “Federal disaster assistance may have evolved into both an oversized entitlement program and a disincentive to effective State and local risk management,” and promised to “restore the predominant role of State and local response to most disasters.” At the same time, Allbaugh suggested that certain disaster management responsibilities, such as providing food and shelter to the displaced, should be delegated to faith-based charities.

Because of this move towards privatization, FEMA employees are as concerned with keeping their jobs as they are with responding to disasters. “We have to compete for our jobs – we have to prove that we can do it cheaper than a contractor,” said one FEMA program administrator, and a disaster expert at Georgia State University warns that by shifting responsibility away from the federal government, FEMA will gradually reduce the nation’s preparedness. “Pretty soon governments can’t do things because they’ve given up those capabilities to the private sector. And private corporations don’t necessarily maintain those capabilities.”

These changes have undoubtedly affected FEMA’s preparedness and ability to respond. In March 2004, former FEMA Head James Lee Witt testified before Congress that “the ability of our nation to prepare and respond to disasters has been sharply eroded . . . . I hear from emergency managers, local and state leaders, and first-responders nearly every day that the FEMA they knew and worked well with has now disappeared.” An unnamed current senior FEMA official has been quoted as saying, “It’s such an irony, I hate to say it, but we have less capability today than we did on September 11. We are so much less than what we were in 2000 . . . . We’ve lost a lot of what we were able to do then.”

President Bush’s first FEMA director was Joe Allbaugh, the National Campaign Manager for Bush/Cheney 2000. When Allbaugh stepped down in 2003, he was replaced by Michael Brown, who was the Under Secretary in charge of FEMA at the time Katrina hit and for two weeks thereafter. Brown’s sole qualification for the job appears to be an old college friendship with Allbaugh. Prior to working at FEMA, Brown was a commissioner with the International Arabian Horse Association (IAHA), a position he was “asked to resign” from after his performance triggered a series of expensive lawsuits. Before his job at IAHA, Brown was an estates and family lawyer. Nor is Brown’s lack of qualifications unusual in FEMA’s current leadership. Neither of Brown’s two top deputies had any professional experience in emergency management; both held high-level positions on President Bush’s campaigns for the White House. By September 9, Director Brown was no longer in charge of FEMA’s efforts in the Gulf. He was returned to Washington by Secretary Chertoff to resume running the entire agency. On September 12, Brown resigned his position, and R. David Paulison was appointed by President Bush as Interim Under Secretary in charge of FEMA.

FEMA’s recent history – deemphasizing natural disaster relief, ignoring vital information, and unqualified leadership – illustrates a pattern of policies and decisions that make us less secure rather than more, draining government of its capacity to perform vital functions by undermining and underfunding critical precautionary programs.

The National Guard: Depleted by the Iraq War and Misused

Four of every ten U.S. military personnel in Iraq have been Guardsmen or Reserves, in “the largest long-term deployment of the nation’s reserves in 50 years. And their casualties reflect that.” The economic hardship of long-term deployment also is likely to have hurt Guard retention. Similarly, morale in the Guard is threatened. The Guard presence in Iraq has taken its toll in terms of the equipment and personnel available to respond to domestic emergencies as well. Sen. Richard Durbin of Illinois noted that just with respect
to his state’s Guard, “Seventy percent of the Illinois Guard either served in Iraq or is serving there, and they leave the major equipment over there for a year; and by that time it’s depleted. So our units don’t have the supplies and equipment they usually have on hand for a situation like this.”

The Guard units that would be most immediately responsible for responding in the wake of Katrina were the Louisiana National Guard. In a story published August 1, 2005, the Los Angeles Times reported that much of the Louisiana National Guard’s most valuable equipment was in Iraq, and would take months to return even if released by those using it in Iraq. This included “[d]ozens of high water vehicles, humvees, refuelers, and generators.” Lt. Col. Pete Schneider of the Louisiana National Guard said the “National Guard needs that equipment back home to support the homeland security mission.” Schneider did say, however, that in the event of a major hurricane, Louisiana could call on Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida for help.

After Katrina hit, “it quickly became apparent that neither [Louisiana nor Mississippi] had sufficient troops or specialized capabilities – from engineering and communications to helicopter squadrons and truck companies – to cope with the human toll the hurricane left in its wake.” When Louisiana called on that needed outside aid, the states Schneider mentioned were already responding to their own disasters and were in any event as depleted as was Louisiana. Sens. Kit Bond and Patrick Leahy have estimated that only 34 percent of the Guard’s normal allotment of equipment is currently available for use in the United States, with heaviest shortages in trucks, engineering equipment, and communications gear. “We’re underequipped,” said Lt. Gen. Steven Blum, head of the National Guard Bureau, “we don’t need tanks and attack helicopters and artillery, but we must have state-of-the-art radios and communications.”

“[O]nly 34 percent of the Guard’s normal allotment of equipment is currently available for use in the United States, with heaviest shortages in trucks, engineering equipment, and communications gear. “We’re underequipped,” said Lt. Gen. Steven Blum, head of the National Guard Bureau, “we don’t need tanks and attack helicopters and artillery, but we must have state-of-the-art radios and communications.”

Prior to the hurricane, Lt. Col. Pete Schneider of the Louisiana National Guard spoke confidently of the Guard’s readiness and ability to move after the storm had hit. Once the hurricane had hit, Guard spokespersons continued to talk confidently of the adequacy of the response. Little of this was borne out by events, however, and as the situation deteriorated on several different fronts, the nature of the information coming from the Guard began to change. Although officials typically denied that the deployment of troops to Iraq was interfering with the Guard’s ability to respond quickly, on occasion a Guard officer would disagree.

Lt. General Blum acknowledged that his force had been stretched thin: “Well, in addition to the 75,000 soldiers that I have overseas in Iraq, in Afghanistan, in Kosovo, and Bosnia, and the Horn of Africa, we have five states that are fighting forest fires in the Northwest, and now we have four states that are dramatically affected by a

**Misused and Stretched Thin**

In the best of circumstances, the challenges faced by the National Guard in the wake of Hurricane Katrina would have been substantial. But the circumstances in the wake of Hurricane Katrina were not the best. Policies pursued under the Bush Administration have depleted National Guard resources rendering them unavailable to perform essential functions here at home. In addition to the unavailable brigades and equipment, and the toll of wartime duty, the hidden cost of slower deployment to disaster scenes exacerbated the shortfall.

The National Guard is not a rapid deployment organization. Personnel must be called up from their civilian jobs. They must proceed individually to their unit headquarters for equipment and orders, and must then proceed to staging areas where equipment must be assembled and units organized. It does not appear that the Louisiana Guard was sufficiently mobilized in the days prior to Katrina, so that its ability to respond quickly afterwards was impaired by several days. In addition, while the Guard nationwide appears to have sufficient staffing to discharge its domestic responsibilities, the thin base of personnel in the immediate region as well as the lack of equipment meant that units and equipment would have to be called up to come from far greater distances. Little or no consideration of the time requirements to draw from greater distances appears to have been taken into account in the pre-Katrina decision making.

Prior to the hurricane, Lt. Col. Pete Schneider of the Louisiana National Guard spoke confidently of the Guard’s readiness and ability to move after the storm had hit. Once the hurricane had hit, Guard spokespersons continued to talk confidently of the adequacy of the response. Little of this was borne out by events, however, and as the situation deteriorated on several different fronts, the nature of the information coming from the Guard began to change. Although officials typically denied that the deployment of troops to Iraq was interfering with the Guard’s ability to respond quickly, on occasion a Guard officer would disagree.

Lt. General Blum acknowledged that his force had been stretched thin: “Well, in addition to the 75,000 soldiers that I have overseas in Iraq, in Afghanistan, in Kosovo, and Bosnia, and the Horn of Africa, we have five states that are fighting forest fires in the Northwest, and now we have four states that are dramatically affected by a
Critical Questions
Institutional Weaknesses and Failures in Implementation

Who Does What? In a system of shared governance, all levels of government have a responsibility to serve and protect our citizens. But what role should each play and what does Katrina teach us about the answer to that question?

- Federal planners apparently assumed that state and city first responders would be able to cope with the immediate aftermath of an emergency the size and extent of Katrina. Since it is not realistic to assume these levels of government could provide an effective first response in a situation where an event – whether it is Katrina or a major terrorist attack – will wipe out much of the infrastructure on which first responders depend, why and how did federal planners make this mistake?

- More broadly, what theory of federalism should be used in this area? Storms the size of Katrina, and events like the tragedy of September 11, 2001, are not local events, because they impact the entire county, causing economic and other cascading problems for all Americans. Moreover, all Americans, and rightly so, share the cost of the emergency and the expensive efforts to comfort those affected and help them rebuild their lives and their businesses.
  - In light of these impacts, is it advisable to continue to rely on states and cities to be primarily responsible for emergency planning and response, with FEMA playing only a backup role?
  - If so, shouldn't the federal government, which represents and serves all of the country, be responsible for monitoring and ensuring the competence and adequacy of state and local planning and emergency efforts?

FEMA: Throughout the disaster, FEMA seemed unable to react flexibly, even to the point of preventing volunteer rescue personnel from moving forward in the early days after the hurricane, being unaware of existing resources like the hospital ship Bataan that could have provided more timely relief. In the first days after the disaster, adequate supplies, personnel, and resources clearly were not available to move into the area in a timely fashion. There are also disturbing reports of lack of situational awareness well into the disaster at the highest levels of FEMA.

- To what extent were the problems at FEMA attributable to:
  - a lack of experience of the FEMA leadership in emergency planning and implementation?
  - the emphasis in DHS on:
    - responding to the consequences of potential threats posed by terrorists?
    - relying on outsourcing and privatization which diverted FEMA employees from emergency planning and implementation and was itself ineffective in providing emergency planning and implementation?
  - decreases in funding for FEMA and for hurricane disaster planning?
  - the loss of experienced FEMA personnel who left the government? Why have so many senior, experienced personnel left FEMA?
  - the management and accountability structure in DHS? Would these problems be solved by make FEMA an independent agency once again?
  - the priority setting process at FEMA and DHS? Having recognized that the flooding of New Orleans was one of the top three worst potential catastrophes facing the United States, why did FEMA fail to act more quickly to follow-up on its “Southwest Louisiana Catastrophic Hurricane Plan”?

- To what extent is FEMA's failure to protect against known risks and contingencies a function of the failure of DHS to effectively integrate FEMA, and to what extent is this failure attributable to the lack of effective White House and congressional oversight?
local hurricane or this latest hurricane.” When asked a few days later why New Orleans had been allowed to become lawless, Blum explained that the Guard had expected the local police to handle that. He emphasized that the National Guard’s role was still to help the local police – not to take charge. He also cited limitations of the Emergency Mutual Assistance Compact to explain why it had been difficult to get out-of-state military police into the area.

What is more, of the National Guard’s 45 brigades, only a handful are considered “enhanced,” and those include two from Louisiana and Mississippi in Iraq, said Lawrence Korb, who handled personnel and Guard issues as Assistant Secretary of Defense under President Ronald Reagan. “They had their crack troops there in Iraq. They have the best equipment, the best training,” Korb said. “It may be only 30 percent that’s over in Iraq, but it’s the best 30 percent.”

The Two Americas: Race, Class, and Injustice

Earlier sections have described how public health, safety, and environmental policies, on the one hand, and emergency response planning and implementation on the other, fell short and contributed to the devastating effects of Hurricane Katrina. This section highlights how race, class, and injustice were key dimensions of these failed policies. The devastating effects – the lost lives, the demolished homes, the shattered communities, the affronts to dignity – were suffered disproportionately by people of color and low-income people in New Orleans. “Natural disasters” such as hurricanes, earthquakes, and floods are sometimes viewed as “great social equalizers:” they strike unpredictably and at random, affecting black and white, rich and poor, sick and well alike. However, as Katrina has laid bare, the harms are not visited randomly or equally in our society. A reporter for The New York Times put it bluntly: “The white people got out. Most of them, anyway. . . . it was mostly black people who were left behind.”

Who Was Most Vulnerable

It is society’s most vulnerable who were “left behind” by government efforts to assess, to plan for, and to respond to a storm of Katrina’s magnitude. And this was predictably so. A host of government decisions were...
made – each of which had the potential to mitigate or exacerbate the effects of a hurricane for the people of New Orleans – against a social, economic, and political backdrop that made the disproportionate impacts of certain government choices virtually inevitable. Where the choice was to forego the basic services and protections typically provided by a government, it should have been clear to decision makers precisely who would be left to fend for themselves.

Twenty-eight percent of people in New Orleans live in poverty. Of these, 84 percent are African-American. Twenty-three percent of people five years and older living in New Orleans are disabled. An estimated 15,000 to 17,000 men, women, and children in the New Orleans area are homeless. The lowest lying areas of New Orleans tend to be populated by those without economic or political resources. The city’s Lower Ninth Ward, for example, which was especially hard hit and completely inundated by water, is among its poorest and lowest lying areas. Ninety-eight percent of its residents are African-American. As Craig E. Colten, a geologist at Louisiana State University and an expert on New Orleans’ vulnerable topography explains: “[I]n New Orleans, water flows away from money. Those with resources who control where the drainage goes have always chosen to live on the high ground. So the people in the low areas were the hardest hit.”

Of the households living in poverty, many have no access to a car: 21,787 of these households without a car are black; 2,606 are white. This lack of access became crucial, given an evacuation plan premised on the ability of people to get in their cars and drive out of New Orleans.

In fact, it is not only the case that government decision makers should have known just who would be left to suffer the harms of protections foregone, but that they did know. Community groups and environmental justice scholars, notably Robert Bullard, founder and
director of the Environmental Justice Resource Center and Ware Professor of Sociology at Clark Atlanta University, have also made clear precisely who would be most at risk. Furthermore, many commentators have noted that the disproportionate impacts experienced by the poor and black communities from Katrina is part of a pattern of environmental disasters in which low-income communities and communities of color are overlooked in the preparations before such disasters occur and receive less rapid assistance afterwards. Previous examples include Hurricane Hugo in 1989 and the Graniteville, South Carolina train crash and release of deadly chlorine gas in 2005.

Moreover, the fact that the deaths, losses, and indignities of Katrina disproportionately affected people of color and the poor is not at all extraordinary. Hurricane Katrina may be a catastrophic, “once in a lifetime” event. But the same disregard by government health, safety, and environmental agencies for the lives and circumstances of the most vulnerable marks the everyday experience of these people. Indeed, environmental justice advocates have for some time labored to point out that people of color and the poor disproportionately comprise the communities that are overburdened by pollution, underserved by public projects and amenities, and underprotected by government decision makers.

The maldistribution of environmental harms and benefits observed throughout the United States is especially acute.
in the Deep South. Robert Bullard, in *Dumping in Dixie: Race, Class, and Environmental Quality*, explains:

> The Deep South is stuck with [a] unique legacy – the legacy of slavery, Jim Crow, and white resistance to equal justice for all. This legacy has also affected the region’s ecology. Southerners, black and white, have less education, lower incomes, higher infant mortality rates, and lower life expectancy than Americans elsewhere. . . . Lax enforcement of environmental regulations has left the region’s air, water, and land the most industry-befouled in the United States.  

Robert Bullard further observes that blacks remain underrepresented in the relevant decision making bodies, including government regulatory agencies. He thus echoes an important claim raised by environmental justice advocates in the South and elsewhere: those affected have often been denied the opportunity meaningfully to participate in decisions affecting their health, safety and environment.  

For long-time residents and advocates, then, Katrina highlighted issues that are all too familiar. Damu Smith, Executive Director of the National Black Environmental Justice Network notes that, even before Katrina, impoverished African-Americans were the ones most exposed to environmental harms. In a similar vein, Beverly Wright, director of the Deep South Environmental Justice Center at Xavier University of New Orleans, observed that the government’s lack of a plan for responding to Katrina echoes the government’s lack of a plan for responding to the “upsets,” explosions, and other emergencies that have for years threatened the communities that live at the fence line of Louisiana’s polluting facilities – predominantly communities of color and low-income communities.  

Within the city of New Orleans, the picture is similar, but includes issues peculiar to urban areas. Robert Bullard sheds light on the racial dimensions of the urban environment in the South:  

> Race continues to be a potent variable in explaining the spatial layout of urban areas, including housing patterns, street and highway configurations, commercial development, and industrial facility siting. . . . The differential residential amenities and land uses assigned to black and white residential areas cannot be explained by class alone. For example, poor whites and poor blacks do not have the same opportunities to “vote with their feet.” Racial barriers to education, employment, and housing reduce mobility options available to the black underclass and the black middle class.  

In New Orleans race is in fact an important variable in understanding the spatial layout in terms of proximity to polluting facilities, access to public amenities, and, as noted above, protection (whether natural or built) from floods. The Agricultural Street Landfill, described above is located in a neighborhood that is 94 percent African-American. As Monique Harden, Co-Director of Advocates for Environmental Human Rights, based in New Orleans, summarizes: “What Katrina has exposed is decades of benign neglect and racism.” Katrina has brought to the fore other aspects of injustice as well.  

**Shifting Responsibility, Shifting Blame**  

Moves to eviscerate government protection of health, safety, and the environment are most tenable where those burdened can be viewed as “other” or where their circumstances are not lived or imagined by many Americans. The current Bush Administration in particular has endorsed a shift in responsibility for basic health, safety, and environmental protections. It has sought to diminish the government’s role in assuring even minimally healthful conditions for all, leaving it to those at risk to protect themselves. The effect of this shift is to burden people of color and the poor – because these groups are disproportionately the ones who are most exposed and most vulnerable, they will be the ones left to fend for themselves. They are also the ones with the fewest resources to do so.  

Such “risk avoidance” approaches are sometimes defended by the claim that they will provide the same amount of protection for human life as the alternatives, but at a lower cost. In the case of New Orleans, rather than reduce the risks to the public by, for example, regulating activities that destroyed wetlands and other natural storm protections or funding adequate flood control measures, the government opted to rely on evacuation warnings leaving people to avoid the risks themselves. However, the “same amount” of protection could not by this means be provided, given the inability of
so many of New Orleans’ residents to evacuate on their own. As noted above, many of those living in poverty have no car, particularly African-Americans. Many of the poorest depend on public assistance checks typically mailed on the first of the month, so have very little money at the end of the month to cover the expenses of gas, a hotel, or food on the road. As noted above, many of those living in poverty have no car, particularly African-Americans. Many of the poorest depend on public assistance checks typically mailed on the first of the month, so have very little money at the end of the month to cover the expenses of gas, a hotel, or food on the road. To these people, a government order to evacuate is hardly a guarantor of safety. Robert Bullard observes: “evacuation, if you don’t have a car, a credit card or a place to go, sounds like trading the deep sea you know for the devil you don’t.”

Government officials tend not to acknowledge publicly the fact that it was impossible for many people to evacuate. Indeed, Michael Brown, the director of FEMA demonstrated his profound ignorance of, or utter disdain for, the circumstances of those unable to leave as he chastised them for “choosing not to heed” the evacuation order. This “blame the victim” strategy is one hallmark of the anti-regulatory agenda of the current administration that is troubling in general and particularly from the perspective of environmental justice.

In a similar vein, on the heels of the government’s failure to anticipate the need for and provide the most basic of supplies to the thousands stranded in the Superdome, some government officials and others cast aspersions on those made desperate by the conditions. In so doing, they dehumanized these people, thereby legitimizing the failure to provide for a minimally human existence.

**Assessing Risks: Exposure and Vulnerability**

Government assessment of the health, safety, and environmental risks appears to have relied on assumptions about people’s resources for survival and recovery that simply do not match the reality of New Orleans’ poor. Many of these people lack access to health care, have no homeowner’s or renter’s insurance, and are without savings or other means to survive the loss of even one paycheck. And, Monique Hardin notes, Louisiana has an especially poor history of providing a social and environmental safety net for its citizens. As environmental justice advocates have pointed out in other contexts, because of people’s differing access to resources, an environmental insult of the same intensity may have widely differing effects as between those who are poor and black, and those who are affluent and white. As a consequence, the National Environmental Justice Advisory Council has observed that agencies will get it wrong unless they assess and manage risk in light of a more complete understanding of people’s vulnerability to environmental harms.

**Justice in Cleanup and Rebuilding**

Katrina also raises questions of justice in cleanup and rebuilding. The EPA has begun testing the floodwaters in New Orleans, and has found them to have elevated levels of toxic pollutants such as lead and bacteria such as *e. coli* and coliform. Over 500 sewage plants in Louisiana have been damaged or destroyed. Community members and environmental justice leaders have raised concerns about when and how these contaminants will be cleaned up, citing evidence of inequities in environmental cleanups more generally. They and others have also questioned the rush to waive standard health, safety, environmental, and social protections. While it might have been important to waive normal Clean Water Act permits to allow the waters to be pumped out of a flooded city as quickly as possible, other waivers that are being considered are more questionable.

Community members and leaders are also concerned about efforts to rebuild New Orleans. How will these efforts address homelessness and displacement? How will they address the loss of community and social networks that among other things function as important resources for the city’s poor? New Orleans is — or was — 67 percent African-American. Will Katrina be a vehicle for permanently displacing black residents from the city, for intensified gentrification, as is occurring more generally? Will people of color and the poor be involved in important rebuilding decisions? Will they be the ones to get the jobs created by the massive New Deal-style public works programs that could potentially be
### Critical Questions

**The Two Americas: Race, Class and Injustice**

Environmental justice advocates have long worked to bring attention to many of the very issues of race, class, and injustice that were exposed by Hurricane Katrina. Perhaps the most critical question posed by the aftermath of the hurricane is whether we will confront head-on the issues of racial and class inequities. It is people of color and the poor who disproportionately comprise the communities that are overburdened by pollution, underserved by public projects and amenities, and underprotected by government decision makers. And it is people of color and the poor who are largely absent from the relevant decision making processes, having been excluded or ignored despite the fact they are often the ones most affected.

A complete analysis of race, class, and injustice in this context cannot be undertaken in the absence of the voices and perspectives of those affected. CPR cannot and does not purport to speak for these people, and urges decision makers in all quarters to listen as those affected speak for themselves. Questions that warrant further investigation include the following.

- Did the institutional mechanisms for emergency preparedness and response planning systematically generate a response that was certain to have racial and class disparities?
  - If so, what measures must be taken to ensure that everyone is accorded equal protection from emergencies – regardless of race or income level?
  - Was there a racial disparity in the manner and order in which people were evacuated and protected during the critical days after Katrina hit? Anecdotal accounts of such disparities should be investigated.

- Government officials were aware before the storm that evacuation plans failed to provide means to allow evacuation by many residents who were poor and that these plans would leave people of color disproportionately unable to evacuate.
  - Why did these predictions go unaddressed?
  - Is this part of a larger pattern? For example, is there a similar lack of planning for the evacuation of such communities in the shadow of refineries, chemical plants and other industrial facilities in the wake of a facility accident?

- What steps must be taken to ensure that race or class disparities don’t affect the cleanup methods selected and used in different areas?
  - What steps are being taken to ensure that the affected communities have adequate opportunities to participate in the relevant decision making processes?

- Widespread public concern has been expressed for assisting the poorest among those adversely affected by the hurricane.
  - To what extent is special attention being given to assisting the poorest of the displaced persons in hiring and other aspects of the reconstruction process?
  - To what extent might other vulnerable groups be disparately impacted in the critical months that follow such a massive dislocation, including farm workers, the disabled, and the elderly?

- Concerns have been expressed about the potential racial and class disparities that could arise from rebuilding efforts.
  - What means exist to enable systematic oversight on these issues?
  - What steps are being taken to ensure that the poor and people of color have adequate opportunities to participate in the decision making processes associated with rebuilding?
developed to address cleanup and rebuilding\textsuperscript{226} Beverly Wright highlights some of these concerns:

Who will be involved in the rebuilding, and the redesigning of New Orleans? Just before the hurricane, African-Americans, middle class African-Americans, our grassroots people were basically fighting for their life. We were fighting gentrification at a rate we have never seen before. We were fighting the takeover of our public schools.\textsuperscript{257}

These concerns do not appear to be misplaced. According to \textit{The Wall Street Journal}, the city’s old-line families, many of whom live in the Uptown district, where their homes remain largely intact and unscathed by Katrina, indeed have a particular vision of New Orleans’ future—and they have already met with the mayor to begin “mapping out a future for the city”.\textsuperscript{258}

The power elite of New Orleans . . . insist the remade city won’t simply restore the old order. New Orleans before the flood was burdened by a teeming underclass, substandard schools and a high crime rate. The city has few corporate headquarters.

The new city must be something very different, [James] Reiss says, with better services and fewer poor people. “Those who want to see this city rebuilt want to see it done in a completely different way: demographically, geographically and politically,” he says.\textsuperscript{259}

It is already clear that the plans for the city’s future will be contested.\textsuperscript{260} If decisions about that future are to be just, they cannot be made – as so many decisions have been in the past – through processes that exclude New Orleans’ people of color and poor.

\textbf{Moving Forward}

Katrina was both a natural and an unnatural disaster. Hurricanes are natural phenomena that will inflict harm and cause damage. The planning and implementation of mitigation efforts to reduce the incidence of such harm and damage are human phenomena, as are the planning and execution of evacuation, rescue and recovery efforts to move people to safety and minimize the loss of life and property. Likewise, the development and implementation of environmental and energy policies that do not worsen the impact of inevitable natural disasters are human choices. These human elements are fundamental obligations of the federal, state and local governments. The preliminary analysis provided in this report suggests that long before August 29, 2005, these elements had been ill-considered, improperly planned, diverted to other purposes, misdirected through short-sighted decisions, neglected in favor of other less vital priorities, under-funded, under-equipped, and under-staffed. As a result, long before Katrina caused the levees to fail, government appears to have failed. This report highlights some of these apparent failures and urges careful investigation and a renewed commitment to an investment in the common good.

As this report has stressed throughout, it is too early to reach definitive conclusions about the lessons we can learn in the wake of this tragedy. However, certain preliminary assessments are warranted, and it is not too early to consider the vision that ought to guide our response to these events.

\textbf{The Conservative Vision}

For many conservatives, Katrina seems to present an opportunity to implement an agenda that includes deregulation and limiting tort remedies.\textsuperscript{261} The Senate Environment and Public Works Committee, for example, is considering legislation that would suspend any law governing air, water or land in any state that is responding to the hurricane, thereby authorizing EPA to grant waivers in states located far from the storm on the pretense that hurricane relief efforts make this necessary.\textsuperscript{262} Conservatives also want to pass legislation to expand oil and gas drilling on public lands, including the Alaska National Wildlife Refuge, remove offshore drilling bans, shift the primary responsibility for permitting new oil refineries from EPA to DOE, and otherwise providing a series of exemptions for refineries from the Clean Air Act.\textsuperscript{263} In addition, oil refineries have revised their efforts to obtain liability protection for producing the fuel additive MTBE that was dropped from the energy bill Congress passed because of the opposition of cities with contaminated water supplies.\textsuperscript{264} Conservatives have also redoubled their efforts to amend and weaken NEPA because, they claim, environmental litigation under NEPA is responsible for the failure of the Corps to finish engineering projects that would have
better protected New Orleans from flooding, although, as shown earlier, these claims are entirely specious.265

Other items on the conservative agenda extend beyond the issues discussed in this report, although they fit the same pattern. Conservatives are using Katrina, for example, to adopt measures that advance their economic agenda, such as school vouchers and repeal of labor laws.266 The White House, for its part, was quick to suspend a law that requires employers to pay the locally prevailing wage to construction workers on federally financed projects, even though this adversely impacts workers who lived in the very areas that were destroyed.267

Conservatives have reacted to Katrina in one more way. They interpret the failure of the government to respond effectively to Katrina as proof of their belief that government is always inept because governmental bureaucracies are by their very nature ineffective. David Brooks, for example, observes there is a “paradox at the heart of the Katrina disaster, which is that we really need government in times like this, but government is extremely limited in what it can effectively do.”268 This argument, as Albert Hirschman has demonstrated, is a staple of the conservative movement. For two hundred years, Hirschman notes, conservatives have sought to head off progressive government by arguing such efforts are futile.269 If a program fails, conservatives are quick to assume that this is proof that government cannot work. As Hirschman notes, “There is a rush to judgment and no allowance is made for social learning or for incremental, corrective policy-making.”270

**The Progressive Vision**

From a progressive perspective, the lesson that Katrina teaches is that we must redouble efforts for better government. The kind of planning and execution demanded by a disaster like Katrina simply cannot be carried out without competent government that is adequately funded, has its eyes on the proper priorities and is genuinely concerned with the public good and the empowerment of all citizens. CPR’s *A New Progressive Agenda for Public Health and the Environment* documents how progressive government has made substantial strides in cleaning up the air and water, ensuring that the application of pesticides does not adversely affect human health or the environment, creating workplaces free from occupational illnesses and accidents, reducing hazardous waste management practices, preventing the marketing of dangerous toxic chemicals, halting the use of environmentally destructive surface mining practices, accelerating the cleanup of hazardous substances that have been released into the environment, and reducing injuries and fatalities from automobile accidents and dangerous products.271 While there is much still be done in these areas and others, no one can seriously doubt that the country is better off than it was in the 1950s when the country had only a few government programs to address these dangers. What the conservative “futility” argument conveniently overlooks is the accomplishments of progressive government. When adequately funded and led, the bureaucracy much maligned by conservatives has an admirable track record in protecting the public.

*A New Progressive Agenda for Public Health and the Environment* sets out a series of fundamental principles that animate a vision of the positive and vital role of government. These principles can help guide decision making as we reexamine our policies and priorities in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina.

Among these principles are:

*Address the Source Not the Victim:* Pollution control and cleanup laws and policies that place the burden of avoiding harm on citizens, rather than requiring control by the sources of pollution, are unfair and expose all of us to higher risk in the event of a catastrophe. We all benefit if government takes seriously its duty to protect the public from harm instead of shifting the burden to the individuals most affected, in the emergency planning and response context, as well as in health and environmental regulation.

*Reduce Ignorance / Democracy Demands Disclosure:* The many questions about the toxic soup of floodwater and sludge left by the hurricane highlights the vital importance of collection and disclosure of information about potentially hazardous substances produced, used, and stored by a wide array of industries.

*Better Safe than Sorry:* Before August 2005, the risk to New Orleans posed by a Category 4 or 5 storm could be expressed statistically, but whether it would happen, and if so when, could not be predicted with certainty. A precautionary approach to planning and preparation for such emergencies may be both necessary to satisfy the American public’s basic moral impulses and a sound
investment. Similarly, in evaluating our energy policy, we should employ a precautionary approach that accounts for the contribution of fossil fuels to climate change.

**Be Fair:** A commitment to improving the well-being of all Americans requires that there be a fair distribution of environmental and other burdens. The planning for and response to Hurricane Katrina, as well as the distribution of risks created by the legal status quo before the Hurricane, placed the most vulnerable of citizens at the highest risk. The widespread outrage over the failures of the evacuation and emergency response suggests that Americans are committed to a legal status quo that takes greater account of fundamental fairness.

**Public Resources Belong to Everyone:** American law and society have long recognized the public interest in natural resources such as wetlands. In addition to concern for the value of these resources for future generations, in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, we are reminded of the key role wetlands play in protecting people and property from storm impacts today. Ecosystem services and values like flood control are often overlooked in decisions regarding the fate of natural resources, even under laws that purport to protect the public interest. We must improve our policies to better assure that the public interest is fully assessed in relevant decisions.

**Make Government Work:** Perhaps no message is clearer in the wake of Hurricane Katrina. Government has a vital role to play in protecting life and property from natural and man-made disasters and in helping the recovery from such disasters. But government requires adequate funding and appropriately structured institutions to perform these critical roles. Those who advocate further weakening of government would either leave us unprotected or turn important functions over to unaccountable private hands. Neither option can safeguard the public.

A critically important element of the response to Hurricane Katrina notably absent from the conservative agenda is an independent and impartial investigation of how government failed to protect New Orleans and its most vulnerable citizens. As this report demonstrates, many important questions have arisen concerning both the events leading up to Katrina and the government's reaction afterward. Since key questions involve failures on the part of the White House, an investigation controlled by Republicans is unlikely to be credible. The appointment of independent and national commission similar to the 9/11 Commission is important for another reason.

This “unnatural disaster” appears to have many complicated causes. An investigation that focuses only on emergency response planning and implementation will not tell us everything we need to know. As this report demonstrates, other important issues concern the implementation of wetlands and Superfund law and policy. A job of this scope is best handled by a group similar to the 9/11 Commission.

The governmental failures revealed by Katrina are not the failures of a progressive government. While we do not yet understand exactly what went wrong, the evidence assembled here makes this much clear: some of the needless death and destruction in New Orleans is attributable to a rejection of progressive principles and to a hollowing out of the government that left it without the resources and experienced personnel needed to fulfill its vital role of protecting people and the environment.
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Researchers from a variety of relevant disciplines made explicit the identities of the likely victims. For example, an article by Shirley Laska of the Center for Hazards Assessment, Response and Technology at the University of New Orleans faulted a hurricane evacuation plan that depended almost entirely on individuals’ ability to drive their cars to safety. “For those without means, the medically challenged, residents without personal transportation, and the homeless, evacuation requires significant assistance.” Laska, supra, note 111. Laska estimated that some 120,000 people in New Orleans do not have cars and cited the implications, born of experience during Hurricane Ivan in 2004:
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Along the Lower Mississippi Industrial Corridor – more infamously known as “Cancer Alley” – between Baton Rouge and New Orleans, “there are scores of polluting facilities lining the Mississippi River on both sides of the river. You’re talking about numerous petrochemical plants, plastic production facilities and other heavy industries that are contributing to the pollution flowing into the Mississippi River. Now, near these facilities, in the shadow of these plants, are scores of African-American communities, mostly African-American impoverished communities. People, black and white and Latino, who live in these areas, are exposed to a toxic soup of chemicals regularly released into the air, into the soil, into the water.”
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